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M A P S  - A COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM 
by Donald R. Packe and Gil A. Raffaeli 
I 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
MAPS provides managers of large technical projects with a fast and economical in- 
formation system for planning and controlling their projects. The program is written in 
FORTRAN IV language and is currently being run on an IBM 7094 computer. Input in- 
formation on schedules and status is simultaneously submitted at all project levels and 
is automatically collated by the program, resulting in an easy-to-understand output. 
Many optional features allow the operator to tailor the program output to'local pref- 
erences. Legends are completely arbitrary as are schedule calendar formats. Special 
line items may be selected to print out only on limited listings. Key information may be 
automatically summarized. Excerpted listings of responsibilities by individuals o r  or- 
ganizational segments may be generated. 
The program is versatile and can be used for  other listings such as parts lists, rec- 
ords of test hours, glossaries, engineering work-order records, etc. The program 
data can be effectively managed with one part-time operator. An annotated listing of the 
computer program is included as an appendix. 
INTROD UCTl ON 
MAPS, a computerized Management Analysis and Planning System was  developed at 
the NASA Lewis Research Center to provide project managers of large technical proj- 
ects with a fast and economical information system for planning and controlling their 
projects. The program was developed after finding that the planning, scheduling, and 
status updating by the use of other systems on a Lewis project were cumbersome and 
time consuming, especially when handling large quantities of information. The MAPS 
program was specifically designed to be a management tool which could readily commu- 
nicate with all project levels, which would be a ready reference of up-to-date project 
information, and which would require a minimum of manpower for  its maintenance. 
The MAPS program is in essence a computerized bar-chart schedule reporting sys- 
tem in which the work structure of a project can be listed at all levels. This system in- 
tegrates an item of work, its schedule, its s ta tus  against the schedule, the responsible 
individual, and brief explanatory comments about the item. In addition, the relation of 
any single item to other items in the project is clearly shown by a hierarchy form of pro- 
gram organization. The structure of the MAPS program promotes a natural organiza- 
tion of all project work elements and can be used to control down to any level of detail 
desired. 
to a responsible individual. This is true at all levels of the work structure. The pro- 
gram can give each individual a condensed listing on an  item-by-item basis of the project 
work elements in his a rea  of the project; thus, each individual can see  exactly what his 
project role is and what schedule demands he is working against. This listing is also 
helpful to management in reviewing manpower requirements and loading. 
Another key feature is that the MAPS system is written for fast updating. Thus, 
management review can always be conducted with up-to-date information. The program 
has been found most effective when used in conjunction with a biweekly (every 2 weeks) 
management review meeting. In the meeting the printouts serve as both information and 
as a format from which to conduct the meeting. In the printouts, all new or  updated in- 
formation is identified as a change from the previous plan o r  schedule which can be used 
by management as an exception reporting system. The information on the progress of 
each project element can be maintained on an  exception reporting basis by individuals 
who a r e  responsible for each work element listed. 
shown that the system for a project involving 100 professional personnel can be main- 
tained by an operator utilizing about one-fourth his time. The MAPS program is written 
so that no prior computer experience is required for an operator to effectively implement 
and maintain project computerized outputs. 
In addition to its use in scheduling and review, the program can be used to collate 
and list various types of information. It has been used for  drawing lists, parts lists, 
documentation of test  data, engineering work orders ,  and others. 
fo r  his application, to provide the operator with complete information on how to effec- 
tively utilize the program including all its optional features, and to provide those who 
wish to install its use in their own computer facility an annotated listing of the FORTRAN 
IV program. 
A key feature of the MAPS program is that each project work element can be keyed 
Finally, the MAPS program is a resource saving tool. Experience to date has 
This report is intended to show the project manager the general utility of this system 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM A S  USED FOR PLANNING AND SCHEDULING 
The MAPS program provides a bar-chart output for project review. The format is 
composed in a form for convenient reading for the user. Figure 1 illustrates a typical 
page of MAPS schedular output which contains five major column headings. Reading 
from left to right a line of output identifies the item scheduled, the planned calendar 
schedule applicable to  that item, the status of the item against the planned schedule, a 
comment, and the person directly responsible for  the item. 
The organization of the work elements is according to a hierarchal structure. This 
permits an automatic recognition of both the physical organization of the project (e. g. , 
part A is an  element of subassembly B, which is in turn an element of subsystem C, 
etc.) as well as the line of responsibility. For convenience each item is assigned an ar- 
bitrary hierarchy number. As an  example of the organization implied by this numbering 
system, item 41D41 BEARING implies that it is an  element of item 41D WHEEL (PRI- 
MARY), which in turn is an  element of item 41 COMPONENTS. Likewise, it implies 
that LENTZ is responsible for  BEARINGS to JOULE, who is in turn responsible for the 
WHEEL (PRIMARY) to NTJRTZ, who has overall responsibility for COMPONENTS. 
The calendar schedule is centrally located on the page. The user can vary the for- 
mat of the calendar according to his needs. The example shown in this figure has been 
found most useful for regular detailed project review of current status and for near-term 
planning. The format preserves the events of the past 6-month period summarized by 
month. The present 6-month period and the following 6-month period a r e  shown by 
quarter months (approximate weeks) which has been found to  be adequate detail for near- 
term project control. Events of 1 year hence a r e  carried by month to permit some 
longer range perspective on the impact of present status. 
a r e  coded according to the legend printed at the bottom of the page. This allows the 
main flow of activities to be listed on a single line, thereby conserving the physical 
length of the printout. The legend used is arbitrary and may be varied to sui t  the indi- 
vidual project. In addition to actual calendar schedules, the schedule format a rea  may 
also be used for  appropriate messages such as the one shown on item 21B. 
As  a visual aid to reviewing the schedule status, a cursor line of asterisks is posi- 
tioned in the schedule to show the data of the project schedule review. In figure 1 the 
asterisk cursor is located under the first quarter of December 1970. Status of each 
schedule line is then measured relative to the position of the asterisk cursor. The sta- 
t u s  of each scheduled line is visually presented by overprinting a diagonal slash mark 
across  all completed work. The position of the rightmost s lash relative to the asterisk 
cursor is then a visual indication of actual status against planned schedule. 
In order to keep the schedular information in a compact form the various activities 
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To the right of the schedule is the COMMENT column (see fig. 1) which is used to 
report numerically the actual status of the item against the planned schedule. The num- 
ber indicates the columns of slack (in this case interpreted as weeks) plus or  minus rel- 
ative to the report review data. A brief six-character comment can accompany the num- 
erical status report. This comment may also carry any other information such as total 
running hours to data, completion dates, etc. 
Identifying each person in this way clearly delineates work a reas  and responsibilities, 
and can be further used to automatically summarize total work load for any o r  all indi- 
viduals listed. 
The rightmost column on the page is the person responsible for the item on that line, 
COMPOSITION OF INPUT DATA DECK 
This section describes the preparation of the input data deck in sufficient detail for 
the beginning user to produce a useful schedular output. Additional program options and 
uses a r e  discussed later. It is suggested that the user become thoroughly familiar and 
reasonably proficient with these initial concepts before attempting to use the full comple- 
ment of options. As mentioned earlier,  however, the MAPS operator is not required to 
know computer programming and can therefore proceed to use MAPS immediately. 
The program deck comprises five major seotions: control and format deck, identi- 
fication deck, schedular deck, status deck, and by-man deck as shown in figure 2. Fig- 
ure 3 shows the a reas  on the output page where the information from these input cards is 
printed. 
The following is a card-by-card description of the program deck and instructions on 
its use. Illustrative examples a r e  included. Reference to figures 1 to 4 will aid in un- 
derstanding this section. Figure 4 shows a detailed listing of each card that produced 
the printout in figures 1 and 3. Table I is a condensed list of instructions for punching 
each of the input cards. This table wil l  be helpful to the operator after becoming famil- 
iar with the details of this report. In the following sections the card numbers accom- 
panying the card titles correspond to the card numbers in figures 2 and 4 and table I. 
Control and Format Cards 
Program message card (card - . -  1). - This card is used to print a message at the top 
of every page. Beginning with column 1, all 80 spaces of the card can be used to show, 
for example, the title of the program, the latest revision date, and the date of the re- 
view. 
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Control card (card 2). - The control card is used to select various options within the 
program. The options of immediate interest a r e  described subsequently and additional 
options a r e  discussed later. For  ready reference all options a r e  summarized in table I. 
(1) Asterisk cursor in the calendar field - This option positions the asterisk cursor 
in the calendar field to indicate the date of the schedule review meeting. The calendar 
field is 66 columns wide. The desired cursor position is indicated by the column number 
in this field (01 to 66). This number is punched in card columns 1 and 2. If both col- 
umns 1 and 2 are blank the cursor wil l  not be printed. 
(2) Slash overprint indicating completed work - A s  a visual aid in reviewing prog- 
ress, slashes wi l l  normally overprint on the schedule field legend marks indicating com- 
pleted work. As an option, if no slash is desired, a 1 would be punched in card col- 
umn 6. 
(3) New program deck pxnchout - For the convenience of the program operator, the 
program can automatically punch a new program deck in correct sorted order and purge 
any incorrect o r  obsolete cards. In normal biweekly update, the operator may use this 
option to call for a new program deck after updating the previous deck. To obtain a new 
deck a 1 should be punched in card column 35. 
Calendar heading cards (cards 3, 4, 5). - Three cards a r e  used for the calendar 
heading. The first 66 columns on each card a r e  available to compose the format. Nor- 
mally column 1 is not used in order to reserve it for a program feature which will  be ex- 
plained later. 
The first card (card 3) is used to specify the annual calendar and to locate the dots 
that separate years. The second card (card 4) is used to specify the monthly calendar, 
with the separating dots spaced semi-annually and matching the yearly separating dots 
on the previous card. 
calendar heading card (card 5) produces the remainder of the vertical separating dots, 
which should be matched with those on the previous cards. 
used to generate vertical columns may only be a period (.) . In some applications of 
MAPS the use r  may want the calendar heading to be blank. In this case there must be 
three blank heading cards in the deck to maintain the proper card sequence. 
Legend cards (cards 6, 7, 8). - The MAPS program automatically provides space 
at the bottom of each page of the printout for a two-line legend. Each printed line is 120 
character positions long, and three cards are required to print the two line legend. The 
first card (card 6) using all 80 columns prints in the first 80 spaces of the top line of 
legend. The first 40 columns on the second card (card 7) prints out on the last 40 spaces 
of the top line of legend. The last 40 columns of the second card (card 7) print on the 
first 40 spaces of the bottom line. The third card (card 8) prints out on the last 80 
spaces of the bottom line. 
The second card also prints at the bottom of the page. The third 
The format of these cards is completely optional with one exception. The character 
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The legend characters are entirely optional with one exception: the character used 
to indicate a dormant period of no activity between twh other activities must be either a 
dash or  blank. The overprint slash which indicates completed work will  not overprint 
either a dash o r  a blank. In general, the symbols period (.), asterisk (*), and zero (0) 
should not be a part of the legend repertoire since they have special program meaning. 
All other symbols may be used. If the legend is not used, three blank cards must be in- 
serted in the deck to maintain the proper card sequence. 
ID Deck Cards 
Identification o r  "ID" cards (cards 9).  - The ID cards are used to identify o r  de- 
scribe the program tasks and the responsible organizations, departments, o r  personnel. 
An ID card must always have an ''S" in column 1. This is used for card-type recogni- 
tion to minimize inadvertent input e r ro r s  from appearing in the printout. 
As previously mentioned, each item is assigned a 'hierarchy number. Columns 3 to 
11 a r e  used for this hierarchy number which must always begin in column 3. The hier- 
archy numbering system is the organizing mechanism used by the program to structure 
the printout. The program provides for up to six levels of hierarchy. The system of 
hierarchy identification is a mixture of two digit numbers and single letters in the se-  
quence number-letter-number- letter-number- letter. The leftmost position (number) is 
the most significant, and the rightmost position (letter) the least significant. The two 
digit numbers range from 00 to 99. The letters cover the 26 letters A to Z.  The MAPS 
program will  accept more than one ID card with the same hierarchy number; however, 
this feature normally receives only limited use since it confuses the implications of 
hierarchy for the reader. 
The numbers and letters need not 
be assigned consecutively. For example, a program with five major categories might 
select the numbers 08, 21, 37, 63, and 92. An advantage of such a selection is that if a 
sixth major category should be needed at a later date, it can be easily fit into the ex- 
isting numbering sequence by selecting one of the many unused numbers, say 45. This 
same reasoning applies to both alphabetic and numeric selections at all hierarchy levels 
(e. g . ,  see  fig. 1). 
In selecting a hierarchy structure each level of hierarchy must be filled down to the 
least significant level chosen. 
implies that there must be additional ID cards with the numbers 41D21521, 41D21J, 
41D21, 41D, and 41. Hierarchy levels may not be skipped. The program automatically 
checks for missing hierarchy levels and prints an e r r o r  message where the e r r o r  exists. 
The hierarchy e r r o r  shown between items 41L and 41P15 in figure 1 indicates that 
A hierarchy number may be assigned at random. 
For example, a hierarchy number such as 41D21J21K 
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hierarchy number 41P is missing. Columns 13 to 42 on the ID card a r e  used to print the 
description of the task, end items, function, etc. This field is always 30 characters 
long with the indentation on the printout automatically performed by the program accord- 
ing to the hierarchy level. This 30-column field may contain any key-punch character o r  
blanks. 
the item described. Although the program will  function if these six columns a r e  left 
blank, it is important to the successful use of this program that an individual person (but 
at least an organizational segment) be identified as responsible on each ID card. This is 
important for management in order to pinpoint responsibility. In addition, by using 
these names, a program option (discussed later) automatically extracts a condensed list 
of project work elements in each persons area. Names longer than the six allowed char- 
acter spaces must always be abbreviated in exactly the same way in order to obtain this 
complete condensed listing. 
title within the output. The lines 
Card columns 44 to 49 are used to  name the person or  organization responsible for 
The special name, TITLE, is inserted in card columns 44 to 48 to create a major 
in figure 1 are an example of such a major title. A major title always skips to a new 
page. This special card should be assigned a two digit hierarchy number in the hierar- 
chy number ser ies  which then places it in its desired location in the output listing. The 
title desired is punched in columns 13 to 42. 
dated ID cards a r e  removed from the ID deck manually. For ease of locating old ID 
cards, it has been found good practice to always insert ID cards in their proper hierar- 
chy position in the deck. This is not essential, however, since the program contains an 
automatic sorting routine. 
Asterisk card (cards 10, 14, 18, 20). - Asterisk cards a r e  used to signal the end of 
different segments of the input data deck. These cards simply have an asterisk (*) 
punched in card column 1. The remainder of the card is left blank. Each time the new 
program deck punch option on the control card is utilized, the date on which the deck is 
punched will  appear on the asterisk cards (except on card 20) in columns 7 to 25. All  
asterisk cards must be inserted as shown in figure 2 for the program to run even if sec- 
tions beyond the ID deck a r e  not used. 
New o r  updated ID cards are inserted into the ID deck manually. Replaced o r  out- 
Schedule Deck Cards 
Schedule cards (cards 11). - Each schedule card must agree in format with the cal- 
endar heading cards described earlier. Schedule card columns l to 66 are used for the 
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legend characters o r  general messages which wil l  appear in the schedule field. As men- 
tioned, periods (.) on the calendar heading card (card 5) supercede any legend charac- 
ters punched in the same calendar columns. Schedule card columns 70 to 78 must con- 
tain the hierarchy number exactly as it is punched in card columns 3 to 11 on the com- 
panion ID card. Schedule cards may be inserted in any hierarchy order.  
Slash cards (cards 12, 16). - Two slash cards are used in the input data deck, one 
in the schedule deck and the other in the status deck to be discussed next. The function 
of this card is to separate previous schedule o r  status cards from new o r  updated cards. 
Like the asterisk card, a slash card has only one character, a slash in column 1. Omis- 
sion of one o r  both slash cards wil l  not prevent the program from running but the update 
indicator of the cards that follow the slash card wil l  not be printed. 
Schedule update ca-rds ~~. (cards 13). - The schedule update cards are identical in for- 
mat to the schedule cards in the schedule deck. When the user wishes to update or  re- 
vise a schedule, he prepares a new card that represents his new schedule, but he retains 
the same hierarchy number as the old schedule. The updated schedule cards a r e  placed 
in the deck immediately following the slash card. Each schedule card when located after 
the slash card wi l l  cause an asterisk (*) to print in column 1 of the calendar field, thus 
marking it as a new or changed input. Four of these asterisks may be seen in figure 1 
on items 41D21J21B, 41D21J21K, 41D31, and 41D41. Schedule update cards may be in- 
serted in any hierarchy order.  The program automatically uses the last input schedule 
o r  schedule update card of any given hierarchy number. A schedule update card wil l  
automatically cause any previous status (slack) as indicated on a status card to be 
blanked out. The output listing will  show that the status has been changed and is now re- 
ported as being on schedule. Status reported on status update cards will not be changed. 
The user need not manually remove previous schedule cards. The computer auto- 
matically ignores them and discards them during the punch out of the new deck and the 
printing of the output. 
end of the schedule deck. 
Asterisk card (card 14). - An asterisk card is located at this position to signal the 
Status Deck Cards 
Status cards are used to show schedule status with respect to the planned schedule. 
The status card is also used for making 
Status is displayed in two ways, with slashes over completed work (legend characters) 
and/or as a number in the COMMENT column. 
a brief comment which appears in the COMMENT column. A s  a matter of practice it has 
been found advantageous to maintain fixed schedules until the programmatic situation 
changes sufficiently to warrant a change of schedule projection. In this way it is readily 
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apparent to a manager when progress is other than planned, thereby allowing his assess- 
ment of its impact on the overall program. The operator should be alert to persons who 
tend to change schedules at each update, rather than reporting status against planned 
schedules. 
where present activity is correctly indicated by the asterisk cursor line. With the use of 
the calendar in the example, status can be thought of as weeks of slack (+ o r  -). The 
program uses the status number (weeks) to count calendar columns right o r  left from the 
asterisk cursor. This positions the slash overprints to strike out completed work only. 
The slash (/) will  not overprint a blank ( ), period (. ), dash (-), asterisk (*), o r  zero (0) 
due to their special format meaning. In counting columns to determine slash overprint 
position from the asterisk cursor,  the program does not count any column containing a 
period. This is to allow vertical separator lines through the calendar using periods. 
ber must always begin in column 1 and must be identical to the hierarchy number of the 
companion ID and schedule cards. Columns 15, 16, and 17 a r e  used for schedule status. 
A two digit number is always used (e.g., 01, 12) preceded by the sign of the number 
(+ o r  -). Columns 23 to 28 may be used for any cryptic comments relevant to the line 
item. 
may be inserted in any hierarchy order.  
ate prior status cards from status update cards. 
the status cards. Like the schedule update cards they provide a means of updating status 
without the necessity of manually removing obsolete cards from the deck. It is only nec- 
essary to add an updated status card when there is an actual change in status o r  comment. 
An activity which was,  for example, 5 weeks behind (-05 status) in the last reporting per- 
iod and is still 5 weeks behind during the current reporting period requires no update. 
located in this position in the deck wi l l  cause an asterisk (*) to print in the COMMENT 
column thereby.marking the status as new or  changed. Two of these asterisks can be 
seen in figure 1 on items 41B and 41D31. Status update cards may be inserted in any 
hierarchy order.  The program automatically uses the last inputted status o r  status up- 
date card of any given hierarchy number. 
Asterisk card (card 18). - An asterisk card is located at this position to signal the 
end of the status deck. 
Status cards (cards 15). - No status card is required for items on schedule, that is, 
Status card columns 1 to 9 are used for the hierarchy number. The hierarchy num- 
Either the s ta tus  number (weeks) o r  the comment may be left blank. Status cards 
Slash card (card 16). - A slash card is located in the deck at this position to separ- 
Status update cards (cards 17). - The status update cards a r e  identical in format to 
~ 
The status update cards should immediately follow the slash card. Any status card 
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By-Man Deck Cards 
By-man cards (cards 19). - One of the communication features of this program is to 
be able to generate for each individual a listing of his responsibilities and assignments. 
This is accomplished by an  automatic search through the program deck for  all items 
which show him as being directly responsible, which are his responsibility as implied 
by hierarchy, or  which are higher levels of hierarchy to which he is responsible. As an 
example, figure 5 shows a by-man listing for  BELL. This list is an  excerpt from the 
list in figure 1. In figure 5, the hierarchy organization is meant to imply that the RIM 
and FRICTION SURFACE are parts of the RING for which BELL is responsible. In the 
same manner it can also be seen that the RING is a part of the OUTER STRUCTURE 
which is a part of the HOOP which is in turn a part of the WHEEL (PRIMARY) which is a 
COMPONENT of SUN DIAL I. The hierarchy organization is also meant to imply that 
technically, BELL becomes responsible for LENZ's work as well  as his own. In addi- 
tion, BELL must be responsive to EPDERM who must be responsive to SINGER who 
must be responsive to JOULE who must finally be responsive to HOOKE. Thus, work 
elements of both higher and lower hierarchy are listed so that BELL may view his jobs 
and responsibilities in context. 
man. A blank by-man card may be used to obtain a list of all items of unassigned re- 
sponsibility. The use of by-man cards is optional. 
The format of a by-man card is simply the man o r  organization name punched in 
card columns 8 to 13, and spelled o r  abbreviated exactly as in the ID deck. 
Asterisk card (card 26). - An asterisk card is located at this position to signal the 
end of the program deck. 
This concludes the description of a complete program deck sufficient to run a basic 
MAPS listing. The features already described a r e  ample to get a new project organized 
and the regular review process underway. 
These listings are obtained by inserting cards in the by-man deck, one card for each 
WORK SHEET' FORMS 
As an aid to the program operator in preparing inputs and updates, a set of work 
sheets have been prepared for the ID, schedule, and status cards. Normally these work 
sheets a r e  filled out by the responsible persons in each area, approved by their imme- 
diate supervisor, and given to the program operator for subsequent updating of the pro- 
gram deck. The work sheets a r e  laid out to correspond directly to the input card column 
requirements. Master copies of these work sheets a r e  located at the end of this report 
following €igure 8. These may be photocopied for mass  reproduction after filling in 
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specific project information such as project name and calendar headings. 
SPECIAL OUTPUT FOR PROGRAM OPERATOR 
Each time the MAPS program is run, an additional page of information useful to the 
operator is printed as the first page of the listing. An example of such a printout is 
shown in figure 6. The brackets in figure 6 are keyed by letters to the headings in this 
section. The description of this special output follows. 
Each option is briefly described. 
a r e  all listed. An ID card is in e r r o r  if an S is not punched in column 1. Schedule and 
status cards are in e r r o r  if no ID card can be located with an identical hierarchy number. 
Any cards appearing under this heading a r e  not listed in the printout and a r e  automati- 
cally purged from the new program deck if it is selected to be punched. 
Flagged ID ~ Cards (bracket C): This is a list of all flagged ID cards and shows the 
specific flag configuration for  each card. Flagged ID cards are discussed later. 
Responsible Person List (bracket D): This is a complete list of all the individual 
names of responsible-persons as read from ID cards. It is useful to detect different 
spellings o r  abbreviations of a given individual, o r  to select names for by-man listings. 
Valid ID Cards (bracket E): The MAPS program as written is limited in any single 
program deck t o a  maximum of 1000 ID cards (line items). This special output gives the 
total number of valid ID cards inputted. ID cards in e r r o r  a r e  not included in this total. 
If more than 1000 valid ID cards a r e  inadvertently inputted, the program processes the 
first 1000 normally, totally ignores the excess over 1000, and prints an e r r o r  message 
to warn the operator. 
Hierarchy Errors  (bracket F): The number of hierarchy e r r o r s  found by the pro- 
gram a r e  listed. 
ning the printout for a break in the vertical lines of dots o r  asterisks.  An example is 
shown in figure 1. 
Control Card (bracket A) : All program control card inputs are listed for reference. 
E r r o r  Cards (bracket B): Cards in e r r o r  from the ID, schedule, and status decks 
- 
The location in the deck of such e r ro r s  may be quickly found by scan- 
OPERATION ROUTINE 
It has been found convenient to use the following routine in gathering information, 
Four Working ~ ~~~~~~~ Days Pr ior  to the Review Meeting: - All new inputs a r e  due to the 
processing, and distributing MAPS to management and individuals. 
operator at this time. Inputs are written on specially prepared input work sheets (shown 
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following fig. 8). Each individual is responsible to update his own area of responsibility. 
Two Working Days Prior  to the Review Meeting: - All inputs a r e  entered into the 
deck. The program is run for a single proof copy. 
One Working Day Prior  to the ~~ ~ Review Meeting: - A run is made for  multiple copies, 
one copy for  each attendee at the review meeting. 
Review Meeting Day: - The operator attends the review meeting making notes of 
changes, corrections, and decisions which reflect adjustments to the schedules. Follow- 
ing the meeting, the operator incorporates the changes from the meeting and runs by-man 
copies at the same time calling for  a new program deck to be punched to be used for the 
next update. 
copy to all individuals with an additional copy of each by-man listing to the individual's 
supervisor . 
project-wide review. 
One Working ~ Day ~- Following Review _ .  Meeting . Day: - The operator passes out a by-man 
The cycle repeats. A 2-week review cycle has been found to be optimum for  a 
ADDITIONAL PROGRAM OPTIONS 
This section describes 10 additional program options which may be used individually 
or  in any combination. 
1. Running with Multiple Program Decks 
It has been common practice with the writers to include several program decks in 
one program execution in order to disseminate a variety of information in one document. 
An example of a typical run includes (1) an overall project master schedule covering a 
7-year period, (2) the project detailed schedule covering 6 months of history and 18 
months of projection, (3) a glossary of project abbreviation, and (4) a listing of test  hours 
on all components. So that this printout is continuous in its reader information, a pro- 
gram feature allows suppression of the special operator information printout between pro- 
gram decks. This is accomplished by punching a 1 in column 37 of the control card of 
the first program deck only. Any ID, schedule, o r  status card e r r o r  messages, o r  hier- 
archy e r ro r  count wi l l  continue to print between program deck listings. This feature is 
normally used only for  runs which are for distribution. Proof copy runs are normally 
run with all special operator information printing. Multiple deck setup is shown in fig- 
ure 7. When no by-man cards a r e  used, care should be taken to ensure that there a r e  
two asterisk cards between the status deck of one program and the first heading card of 
the following program. 
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2. More Than 1000 Cards in ID Deck 
The program is limited by core storage of the NASA Lewis Research Center com- 
puter to a maximum of 1000 ID cards (item lines). Each ID card may, of course, op- 
tionally have a schedule and status card. If it is necessary to utilize more than 1000 ID 
cards (item lines), two o r  more program decks may be run simultaneously as described 
previously. The printout gives a continuous appearance to the reader. A caution should 
be observed in running in this multiple deck mode. Each program deck is run by the 
computer as a separate entity. There is no cross referencing from program deck to 
program deck. Therefore, a summary output (option 4, described subsequently) wil l  
only have access to cards in its immediate program deck. Also by-man listings wi l l  
likewise only have access to cards in the immediate program deck in which the by-man 
request cards a r e  located. 
This wil l  blank out operator information between decks (except e r r o r  cards) which wil l  
make the output appear as one continuous listing. 
3. Selective Printout by Flagging 
The MAPS program can produce three different types of output listings; total, by- 
man, and summary. Total and by-man listings have already been discussed. Summary 
listing is described in the next section. A flag option is programmed to allow any item 
to print o r  not to print on any listing o r  combination of listings. Although an item may be 
flagged for selective printout, the printing wil l  not actually occur unless that form of 
listing has been requested when the program is run. The total listing is automatically 
printed every time the program is run. A by-man listing is requested by inserting one 
o r  more by-man cards in the program deck. A summary listing is requested by punch- 
ing a one (1) in control card column 4. 
never print on the summary listing. When there is a flag, the item wi l l  print on the list- 
ing(s) specified in table 11. The flag (number) is punched in ID card column 51. For  ex- 
ample, if an item is to be printed on the by-man and summary listings but not on the total 
listing, a 5 would be punched in ID card column 51. 
At t imes it may be advantageous to be able to select various groups of items to be 
listed, for  example, there may be different groupings of items to be printed as summa- 
ries. The MAPS program permits up to four such groupings by utilizing ID card columns 
51, 52, 53, and 54 independently and in exactly the same way as described previously for 
column 51. Each time the program is run, a different ID card column can be chosen as 
the basis for selective printout of items. Thus, column 51 can be used to flag grouping 
number 1, column 52 can be used to  flag grouping number 2 ,  etc. When the program is 
run, the ID card flag column chosen for selective printout (i. e . ,  51, 52, 53, 54) should 
be punched in control card columns 10 and 11. If control card columns 10 and 11 a r e  
The control card in the first program deck should be punched with a 1 in column 37. 
When there is no flag the item wi l l  always print on total and by-man listings and 
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blank the program wil l  automatically assume column 51 is ' to  be chosen. Only one LD 
card flag column may be selected each time the program is run. 
The explanation thus far of selective printout by flagging is sufficient to allow a wide 
flexibility of its use. The more experienced operator may wish to continue reading at 
this point to obtain a deeper understanding of the programming details in order to use the 
option to its fullest advantage. To avoid confusion, it is suggested that the novice oper- 
a tor  skip directly to  option 4 (summary output). 
The flag procedure as described previously is based on a preprogrammed set  of 
printout selection masks, one for each of the three listing types. The program uses 
these masks to decide whether o r  not a flagged item is to be printed. This is done by 
comparing bit by bit the binary representation of the flag with the binary representation 
of the appropriate mask. The decision to print occurs whenever both binary representa- 
tions have a 1 bit in at least one of the three bit positions. The binary representations 
a r e  as follows : 
-









The three preprogrammed masks have the decimal values as follows: by-man = 1, 
total = 2,  and summary = 4. Referring to the previous chart shows that a decimal 1 is 
represented by a 1 in the right bit position, a decimal 2 by a 1 in the middle bit position, 
and a decimal 4 by a 1 in the left bit position. 
the three preprogrammed masks one at a time as shown in the following chart, a match 
of bits is found in the left bit position for the summary mask, in the right bit position for 
the by-man mask, but no match is found for the total mask; thus, this item would print 
on summary and by-man listings but not on the total listing. 
As an example of how the comparison is done, when a 5 flag punch is compared to 
, 
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5 Flag on ID card 
By-man mask( 1) 
Total mask (2) 
Summary mask (4) 
Normally, the three preassigned mask values will be adequate to  accomplish the 
selective printouts desired. Occasionally there may be need to change the built-in val- 
ues to accomplish a special function. The most likely need would be to print a total list- 
ing of every item in the program deck whether flagged o r  not. This can be accomplished 
by changing the total mask from the preprogrammed value of 2 to a value of 7 (the 7 is 
represented by a 1 bit in every bit position which assures  a match with any flag). 
Any of the three mask preprogrammed values can be changed by punching the de- 
sired value into the following: summary mask in control card column 22, total mask in 
control card column 8, and by-man into by-man card column 1. If any of these is left 
blank the program w i l l  automatically assign the mask values by-man = 1, total = 2, and 
summary = 4 to only the blank mask(s). When the program is run, the actual mask value 
used along with the ID flag column selected can be found in the printout. 
summary masks a r e  found in the special operator output, and the by-man mask is found 
at the top of each by-man page. 
4. Summary Output 
If the masking feature described previously is used, the program can produce a list- 
ing of only flagged items as a summary output that appears ahead of the total output. 
This summary output is called for by punching a 1 in column 4 of the control card. Since 
the lines of the summary output may be excerpted from any point in the program and at 
any hierarchy level, the arrangement in the summary output may appear somewhat dis- 
organized. It may therefore be desirable when using the summary output to insert ID 
cards which wi l l  produce extra item headings to help organize the summary information 
and which only print out in the summary listing. 
5. Blanking of Hierarchy Numbers in Output Listing 
printouts. An example of this is shown in figure 8(a). This can be readily accomplished 
by punching in control card columns 32 and 33 the highest hierarchy number which is to 
be blanked out to the printout. All hierarchy numbers less  than o r  equal to the punched 
number and all its sublevels will  then not appear on the summary and total printouts. 
This feature wi l l  not blank out hierarchy numbers on the by-man output. 
The total and 
It is occasionally desirable to blank out hierarchy numbers on summary and total 
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6. Preventing the Slash Overprint on Individual Item Schedules 
schedule field in place of a normal schedule. For  ease of reading, it is desirable to pre- 
vent normal overprinting with status slashes on individual item lines where notes a r e  to 
appear. This prevention of slashes can be accomplished by punching a period (.) in sta- 
tus update card column 15. This period will eppear in the printout under COMMENT as 
in item number 21B in figure 1. 
7. Need Date Overprint 
In scheduling important items which interface with other items on the project it may 
be desirable to establish a demand o r  needed completion date. This date may be earlier 
or  later than a planned expected completion date. In order that this need date may be 
held fixed and independent of any schedule changes, a feature is available in the program 
which overprints a special character in the same manner as status slashes. The special 
character takes precedence over a slash in the same position and will  overprint the leg- 
end character. 
The symbol to be overprinted at the need date may be selected by the operator. The 
symbol desired should be punched in column 7 of the control card. If column 7 is blank, 
the symbol 
If the need-date overprint is desired for  a given item, the schedule field column 
number (01 to 66) in which the character is to appear, is punched on the schedule card 
fo r  that item in columns 67 and 68 (the column numbers zero to 9 must appear as two 
digits 01, 02, --, 09). 
If the slash overprint is suppressed with a 1 in column 6 of the control card, the 
need date symbol is also suppressed. 
8. Status Input From the ID Card 
the ID card. Columns 56, 57, and 58 on the ID card serve exactly the same function as 
columns 15, 16, and 17 on the status card. Likewise columns 60 to 65 on the ID card 
serve exactly the same function as columns 23 to 28 on the status card. Status from the 
ID card should be used only when there is no status card in the deck with the same hier- 
archy number; otherwise, the status card information wil l  take precedence over the ID 
card. Whenever a new program deck is punched, the status information added by means 
of an ID card wil l  automatically be transferred to a new status card and not punch out on 
the new ID card. 
9. Other Forms of Hierarchy Numbering 
L = letter). Automatic indentation of the descriptions occur based on these six hierarchy 
levels. Within the program these hierarchy characters a r e  all treated alike as alpha- 
numeric symbols: thus, any alpha-numeric symbol may be used in any hierarchy 
Within the program printout it is convenient to interject notes and comments in the 
(colon on the key punch) wil l  automatically be used. 
Status information may be added to the program from either the status card o r  from 
The normal form for hierarchy numbering is NN, L, NN, L, NN, L (N = numeral, 
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character position. These symbols a r e  sorted in the order of precedence of the normal 
FORTRAN IV ordering. This ordering is as follows: 
0, 1, 2, . . . ., 9, = ,  A, B, . . ., R, blank, S, T ,  . . ., Z 
This option can be useful in organizing dictionaries where the hierarchy word can be the 
exact word to be sorted. Examples of this use are shown in figures 8(h) and (j). This 
option requires the use of the hierarchy e r r o r  message blankout described next. In ad- 
dition, if it is desired to blank out the hierarchy numbers themselves on the output list- 
ing, two characters may be punched into control card columns 32 and 33 as described in 
option 5. The characters can be numerals, let ters,  or  equal sign (=), and they will  
serve to blank all hierarchy numbers of lower precedence (00 is lowest precedence and 
Z Z  is highest). 
10. Hierarchy Er ro r  Message Blankout 
A s  mentioned ear l ier ,  the program requires  levels of hierarchy to be continuous 
down to the lowest one used. The program automatically checks for this and prints an 
e r ro r  message within the output text at any hierarchy e r r o r  location. When using the 
program for  special applications, such as glossary, parts l ist ,  engineering order l ist ,  
etc. ,  hierarchy characters can be the significant name or  number as described above 
and will  in generalviolate the hierarchy levels requirement. In these special cases the 
hierarchy e r r o r  message may be suppressed by punching a 1 in column 41 of the control 
card. This wil l  also suppress the printing of the total number of hierarchy e r ro r s  in the 
spe cia1 ope rator information. 
SHIFTING THE CALENDAR 
In order to keep the calendar current with sufficient room for planning, the calendar 
must be changed and the schedule must be shifted to the left on the printout periodically. 
It has been the practice to shift the schedule shown in figure 1 every 6 months when the 
asterisk cursor has reached or  passed column 38. In figure 1, this corresponds to the 
fourth week in January 1971. It has been found convenient to write a special computer 
program tailored to the users particular schedule format to perform this shifting opera- 
tion. After the shifted schedule deck is punched and a printout is run, all project per- 
sonnel are asked to review the schedule in detail and expand and extend the work plan. 
This procedure saves the complete manual repunching of the schedule deck. 
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OTHER PROGRAM USES 
The MAPS program has sufficient flexibility to make it useful for a variety of pur- 
poses where information is to  be maintained in orderly lists. Example of actual pro- 
gram uses a r e  shown in figure 8. These include a long range schedule, a long range 
schedule keyed to  project part numbers, a failure and corrective action report index, a 
report list, a contractor report list, a drawing file index, a component and system test 
record, an engineering change order list, a parts list, and a glossary. These illustrate 
the flexibility of the "calendar" field format and of the hierarchy numbering system. 
The common denominator of all the uses is the ease of inserting and removing items at 
the appropriate location in a list.  
When all 66 calendar field columns a r e  needed and when there is no need to tag new 
calendar field entries with an asterisk in column 1 of the calendar field, the slash card 
should be removed from the schedule deck. Removing the slash card wil l  prevent the 
asterisk from appearing thus making all 66 columns available for information. 
EXPERIENCE WITH MAPS 
The MAPS program has been written to provide a convenient, thorough, and main- 
tainable project information system. The program has been used successfully for  pro- 
ject review every two weeks for four years to  coordinate the effort of 200 professional 
and nonprofessional personnel. Once the project information was organized, it has re- 
quired approximately 25 percent of one man's t ime for maintenance of the input data and 
operation of the program for  a set  of program decks typically totaling 1100 items. It has 
been found a most effective tool for project management and maintenance and dissemin- 
ation of detailed project information. A wide variety of lists including schedules, test 
hours, glossary, parts list, engineering order list, failure report list, and others have 
been conveniently maintained by means of the MAPS program. 
Experience with MAPS indicates little difficulty in quickly grasping the information 
listed by the program. 
ment displaying all aspects of a complex project using limited manpower to  do so. This 
documentation has provided a valuable management tool to maintain orderly, efficient, 
and coordinated project progress. 
Lewis Research Center 
An important feature of the program is ease of readability by the uninitiated reader. 
Most of all, the MAPS program has provided a means to generate a dynamic docu- 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, November 6,  1970, 
120-27. 
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APPENDIX - MAPS FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTING 
S I B F T C  C A P S  DECK 
C AND P L A N N I N G  SYSTEM. THE F O L L O W I N G  ARE SOME S U G G E S T I O N S  AND T I P S  ON 
C I M P L E M E N T I Y G  T H I S  PROGRAM ON YOUR COMPUTER. P R E S E N T L Y  I T  IS R U N  ON 
C A N  I B M  7094, A 36 B I T  WORD M A C H I N E  W I T H  32,768 WORDS OF CORE MEMORY. 
C 
C T H I S  PROGRAM I S  W R I T T E N  I N  F O R T R A N  I V  FOR E X E C U T I O N  ON A 36 B I T  
C WORD COMPUTER. BY CUSTOM W R I T I N G  FOUR F U N C T I O N  SUBPROGRAMS I T  SHOULD 
C B E  P O S S I B L E  T O  U S E  T H I S  PROGRAM ON ANY COMPUTER W I T H  36 OR MORE B I T S  
C T H I S  PROGRAM I S  C A L L E D  MAPS. AN ACRONYM F O R  MANAGEMENT A N A L Y S I S  
C PER WORD. T H E  FOUR F U N C T I O N S  ARE ACCUMULATOR R I G H T  S H I F T  ( A R S V I A R S ) ,  
C ACCUMULATOR L E F T  S H I F T  ( A L S , I A L S ) ,  L O G I C A L - A N D  ( A N D ) .  A N D  L O G I C A L - O R  
C ARE U S E D  TO S T A N D A R O I Z E  WORDS FOR MASK COMPARISON. I N  SOME L O C A T I O N S  
C ( O R ) .  I N  G E N E R A L  T H E S E  FOUR F U N C T I O N S  
C T H E S E  F U N C T I O N S  ARE U S E D  TO TRANSFORM H O L L E R I T H  NUMBERS I N T O  I N T E G E R  
C NUMBERS. 
C 
C H O L L E R I T H  M A N I P U L A T I O N  R E P R E S E N T S  T H E  MAJOR U S E  O F  T H E S E  F U N C T I O N  
C SUBPROGRAMS. I T  I S  E X P E C T E D  T H A T  T H E  MAPS PROGRAM WILL E X E C U T E  A S  
C W R I T T E N  I F  T H E ' F U N C T I O N S  ARE C A R E F U L L Y  PROGRAMMED. 
C O F  T H E  MAPS PROGRAM MAY N E E D  T O  B E  RE-WRITTEN D E P E N D I N G  ON YOUR 
C HOWEVER, T H E  NUMBER T R A N S F O R M A T I O N  S E C T I O N S  
C COMPUTERIS I N T E G E R  R E P R E S E N T A T I O N .  
C S T A T E M E N T S  I N V O L V I N G  NUMBER T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S  ARE MAPS 138, 166. 170. 
C 1 7 3 9  A N 0  O P R I N T  32, 34, 36, 38, 117, 119, 120. 
L 
C---------- F U N C T I O N  SUBPROGRAM FOR L E F T ,  R I G H T  SHIFT-------------------- 
C THE SHIFT FUNCTIONS ASSUME THAT ZEROS WILL B E  LOADED INTO B I r  
C P O S I T I O N S  MOVED I N T O  THE R E G I S T E R  B Y  THE S H I F T .  AN E X A M P L E  OF U S E  F O R  
C T H E S E  F U N C T I O N S  I S  
C X = A L S ( 2 4 * A R S ( 1 2 s X )  1 
C 
C T H I S  S T A T E M E N T  WOULD TRANSFORM FOR E X A M P L E  T H E  H O L L E R I T H  WORD X=ABCDEF 
C I N T O  THE H O L L E R I T H  WORD X=CDOOOO. 
C 
C---------- F U N C T I O N  SUBPROGRAMS FOR L O G I C A L - A N D .  OR--------------------- 
C T H E  L O G I C A L - A N D  AND L O G I C A L - O R  F U N C T I O N S  ARE USED TO TRANSFORM TWO 
C WORDS I N T O  A T H I R D  WORD C C N S I D E R I N G  E A C H  B I T  O F  THE 36 B I T  WORD 
C A L L  36 B I T S .  THE L O G I C A L  O P E R A T I O N S  FOR ONE B I T  P O S I T I O N  ARE 
C S U P M A R I Z E D  AS FOLLOWS 




C X = A N D [ A * B )  
C A = O  0 1 1 
C B = O  1 0 1 
C 
c x = o  0 0 1 
--- --- --- --- 
L O G I C A L - O R  
A =  0 0 1 1 
B= 0 1 0  1 
x= 0 1 1 1 
X=OR ( A s 8  1 
--- --- --- --- 
L 




C S I N C E  C O N S I D E R A B L E  H O L L E R I T H  M A N I P U L A T I O N  I S  DONE B Y  THE PROGRAM 
C THE M A C H I Y E  O C T A L  R E P R E S E N T A T I O N S  FOR H O L L t R I T H  C H A R A C T E R S  I S  L I S T E D  
C HERE FCR REFERENCE. T H E S E  ARE U S E D  TO COMPOSE SOME OF THE O C T A L  MASKS 
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HOL U C T  
0 00  
1 0 1  
2 32  
3 0 3  
4 04 
5 05 




--- --- H O L  OCT 
A 2 1  
f3 2 2  
C 23  
D 24 
E 25  
F 26  
G 27 
H 30 
I 3 1  
J 4 1  








R 5 1  
S 62 
T 63  






2 7 1  
33 
1 73 
1 34  
( 74  
--- --- UC T 
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C A L L  S l A T E M E N T S  I N  THE PROGRAM W H I C H  I N V O L V E  L O G I C A L  O P E R A T I O N S  
C I . € .  A L S +  I A L S t  ARS. I A R S .  AND. OR*  ARE PRECEEDED BY T H E  COMMEIJTS C A R 0  
C 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C 
C D U E  TO THE DECK S I Z E . T H I S  PROGRAM U S E S  OVERLAY AMONG S U B R O U T I N E S  
C CHECK, PUNOUT 1 P I C K ,  OPR I NT 9 AND SORTER-  
C 
C T H E  V A R I A B L E S  Q l t  Q 2 1  ETC. I N  R E A D  S T A T E M E N T S  1101 124, AND 128 ARE 
C USED ONLY WHEN P R I N T I N G  ERROR CARDS. 
C 
D A T 4  F R L p F I F / 6 H  0000,2H51/ 
D A T A  T AXX /07  77  777777 7 7 0 /  
D A T A  I N € E  D / O  12000000 0000 / 
D A T A  X M A N ( 2 0 0 ) / 6 H B L A N K  / 
D A T A  K S A / O /  
D A T A  S L A S H / l H / /  
DATA I V / O O O O O O O O O O O O  1/ 
DATA TXQ/OOOOOOOOOO002/ 
D A T A  ROXL 9 R O X 2 / 6 H * 0 0 0 0 0 .  0007777777777/ 
DATA TAST~TASX/6H000+00~0777777000000/  
D A T A  T3T.  E Q U A L / 5 H T I T L E v  6H======/ 
DATA S Y ~ A S T ~ B L A N K , M S K ~ , M S K ~ T B N K ~ T B N K ~ T D A S H T A S T Q ~ C E E Q , B A N K ~ F L Q / ~ H S T  
1 1 H * , l H  ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 7 ~ ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 ~ 0 0 6 0 6 0 ~ 6 H  
2------ ~0000000000054~0777777777700~0606060606060~0606060606054/ 
M S K (  1 - 1 1  .MSK( 1.2 ) .MSK( 1. 3 )  .MSK( 114) r M S K  ( 195 )  1 MSK(  116)  TMSK (2  r l  





DATA X N P X / 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 /  
D A T A  S Y B / 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /  
D A T A  Y X K / 6 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 /  
DA T A T A S 0 / 00 000007 70 0 0 O /  
DATA R O X 3 / 0 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 @ 0 /  
D I M E N S I O Y  Z M A N ( 2 O ) r  X L G N O ( 4 2 l r  H ( 8 )  
D I M E N S I O N  S P l ( 1 1 ) .  S P 2 ( 1 1 )  
D I M E N S I O N  M S P l ( 1 l ) r  M S P Z ( 1 1 )  
D I M E N S I O N  H E A D 1  ( 11 ) *  H E A O 2 (  11 1 ,  H E A D 3 (  11) 
D I M E N S I O N  G E N ( 2 , 1 0 0 0 ) *  T I T L E ( 5 , 1 0 0 0 1 ~  R S P ( l 0 0 0 ) r  C O D E ( 1 0 0 0 ) r  S T A T (  
11000). C O M F N T ( l i l 0 0 3 ) ~  K O U N T ( 1 0 0 1 ) .  X M A N ( 2 O O ) e  X O R G ( 1 0 0 ) .  S K E D ( 1 1 )  
2 1  SCHO(1111000)r T A M E ( 3 ) t  H E A D N G ( 1 4 )  
D I M E N S I O N  M S K ( 2 1 6 ) p  I Z A M ( 2 )  
E Q U I V A L E N C E  ( M S P l ( J . ) r S P L ( l ) ) ,  ( M S P 2 ( l ) r S P 2 ( 1 ) ) ,  ( K L A N K v B L A N K )  
E Q U I V A L E N C E  ( H ( l ) . K O L U M N ) r  ( H ( Z l r K E N D I 1  ( H ( ~ ) . I Z A M ( ~ ) ) T  ( H ( 8 ) r K P U N  
1 C H ) r  ( H ( 5 ) , K T I ) 1  ( H ( 6 ) r K B I N ) .  ( H ( 7 ) r Q O H E ) r  ( R v N B )  
COPCON NUMBER, GEN 1 SCHO 9 L I N E  9 KOLUMM 
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R E A L  IV .MANL.MAINL*MASUM.MXK 
C 
C 
C B E G I N  E X E C U T A B L E  PROGRAM 
C PROGRAM MESSAGE CARD ( C A R D  1) 
101 READ ( 5 , 1 6 6 )  HEADNG 
r 
L 
I F  (KSA.EQ.0)  W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 6 7 )  ( D A S H 9 J = l t 2 2 ) r B L A N K  
C 
C CONTROL CARD ( C A R D  2 )  
R E A 0  1 5 , 1 6 8 )  K O L U M N , K E N D t I Z A M , M A I N L ~ M A S U M , X N P R t K P U N C H , K T I ~ K B I N , N O H  







C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
H ( ~ ) = A R S ( ~ ~ S A L S ( ~ , K P U N C H ) )  
L 
I F  (KPUNCH.GT.OJ PUNCH 1 6 6 s  HEADNG 
I F  (KPUNCH.GT.0)  PUNCH 1 6 8 ,  K O L U M N t K E N D ~ I Z A M ~ M A I N L s M A S U M ~ X N P R s K P U N  
1 , K T I . K B I N . N O H E  
r 
L 




C S U B R O U T I N E  F L A G  W I T H  K S E T = 1  A S S I G N S  THE T O T A L  A N 0  SUMMARY L I S T I N G  
C MASKS AND THE I O  CARD F L A G  COLUMN. 
I F  ( K S A . E Q . 0 )  W R I T E  (6.169) K O L U M N I K E N D . I Z A M ~ ~ )  










1 0 2  
C 
C 
CALL F L A G  (MAINL,MASUM.MANL,CODE~LINE,MANOUT~KEND,KGT,KSET) 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
F L G U = A L S ( 2 4 , A R S (  1 2 * M A I N L ) )  
I F  (XMPR. EQ. B L A N K )  XNPR=MXK 
I F  ( K S A . E Q . 0 )  W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 7 0 )  IZAM(Z),SYB,MAINLsFLGUpMASUM 
I F  (KSA.EQ.0)  W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 7 1 )  X N P K I K P U N ~ K T I ~ N O H E  
L O G I C A L  STATEMENT FOLLOWS 
B = A R S I 3 3 .  A L S (  3 9 H (  1)  1 1 
DO 102 J H = 1 , 7  
I F  ( J H . E Q . 4 )  GO TO 1 0 2  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
H( J H ) = A R S ( 3 2 r A L S l B r H (  J H )  1 )  
C O N T I N U E  
K O L U M N = K O L U M N + l O * N B  
I F  (K3LUMN.LT.O.OR.KOLUMN.GT.66)  KOLUMN=O 
KOLUMY=KOLUMN 
L O G I C A L  STATEMENT FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  STATEMENT FOLLOWS 
XNPR=OR(ARS(6,XNPR)rXNPX 1 
MANUUT = O  
JPAGE=O 
MAPS 1 2 0  
MAPS 1 2 1  
MAPS 1 2 2  
MAPS 1 2 3  
MAPS 1 2 4  
MAPS 1 2 5  
MAPS 1 2 6  
MAPS 1 2 7  
MAPS 128 
MAPS 1 2 9  
MAPS 130 




MAPS 1 3 5  
MAPS 136 
MAPS 137 




MAPS 1 4 2  
MAPS 143 
MAPS 144 
MAPS 1 4 5  
MAPS 146 




MAPS 1 5 1  
MAPS 152 
MAPS 1 5 3  
MAPS 1 5 4  
MAPS 155 
MAPS 1 5 6  
MAPS 1 5 7  
MAPS 1 5 8  
MAPS 1 5 9  
MAPS 160 
MAPS 161 
MAPS 1 6 2  
MAPS 1 6 3  
MAPS 164 
MAPS 1 6 5  
MAPS 1 6 6  
MAPS 167 







MAPS 1 7 5  
MAPS 1 7 6  
MAPS 177 
MAPS 1 7 8  
MAPS 179 
21 
I F  (KOLUMN.EQ.0) GO TO 104 
CEEP=CEEO 
F L P = F L Q  
ASTR=ASTQ 
KRK= ( K 3 L U M N + 5 )  /6 
KOL=KOLUMN-6+KRK+6 
K S H F T = 3 6 - 6 * K O L  
S R K = A L S I K S H F T v M S K l )  
B R K = A L S ( K S H F T , B N K l )  
A S T R = A L S ( K S H F T , A S T R )  
I F  ( K O L e E Q . 6 )  GO T O  104 
DO 103 J - K O L s S  
F L P = O R (  A L S  ( 6 r F L P  1 t BNK 1) 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
103 C E E P = O R ( A L S ( ~ S C E E P ) S M S K ~ )  
104 C O N T I N U E  
c _- 
C C A L E N D A R  H E A D I N G  CARDS ( C A R D S  394.5) 
R E A D  (5,172)  ~ H E A D 1 ~ J ~ ~ J ~ l r l l l i ~ H E A D 2 ~ J ~ ~ J ~ l ~ l l ~ ~ ~ H E A D 3 ~ J ~ ~ J ~ l ~ l l ~  
r 
L 
I F  ( ICPIINCH.GT-0) P U N C H  *72, ( H E A D l ( J ~ r J = l r l l ) r ~ H E A D 2 ~ J ) r J = l r l l ~ r ( H  
l E A D 3 ( J ) r J = l t l l )  
C 
C L E G E N D  CARDS ( C A R D S  6 ~ 7 . 8 )  
R E A D  ( 5 , 1 7 3 )  X L G N D  
I F  lKPUNCH.GT.0)  PUNCH 1 7 3 ,  XLGND 
C 
DO 105 J Q Z = l ,  11 
M S P l  ( J Q Z )  =O 
105 M S P Z ( J Q Z ) = O  
DO 109 J Q Z = l r  11 
MSR=MSK ( 2  9 4 1 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
P E R = A L S ( 3 0 , B N K l )  
DO 108 J Q X = l r 6  
I F  ( A Q O ( H E A D 3 ( J Q Z ) t M S R ) . N E . P E R )  GO TO 106 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
SPl(JQZ)=OR(MSPl(JQZ)vMSR) 
GO TO 107 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
106 S P 2 ( J Q Z ) = O R ( M S P Z ( J Q Z ) t d N D ( H E A D 3 ( J Q Z ) , M S R ~ )  
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
107 P E R = A R S ( 6 r P E R )  
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
108 M S R = I A R S ( 6 , M S R )  
109 CONTINLJE 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C 
C 
C +*** START I D  CARU R E A D  *+*+ 
I F  (KOLUMN.NE.0) HEAD3(KRK)=OR(ASTR,AND(HEAD3(KRK),CEEP)) 
I F  (KSA.EQ.0) W R I T E  (6,174) 
X M A h ( ( 1  ) = B A N K  


















































































DO 119 J s l r 9 9 9  
C 
C I D  DECK ( C A R D S  91, AND A S T E R I S K  CARD ( C A R D  101 
READ ( 5 r  175 1 S T s Q l .  ( G E N (  K q  J I r K = 1 1 2  t rQ2.  ( T I T L E  ( K v  J)  . K = l r 5  1 r Q 3 v R S P  ( J  
l ) r Q 4 r C O D E ( J ) , Q 5 , S T A T ( J ) r Q 6 , ( C O M E N T ( K ~ J ) , K = l ~ l ~ ~ Q 7 ~ Q 8 , Q 9  
I F  ( S T . E Q o S Y )  GO T O  111 
I F  (ST.EQ.AST1 GO TO 121 
W R I T E  1 6 . 1 7 6 )  S T w Q l .  I G E N ( K . J ) t K = l , 2 ) r Q 2 r ( T I T L E ~ K t J ) r K = l r S t r Q 3 r R S P (  
1 J ~ r Q 4 , C O D E ~ J 1 1 Q 5 r S T A T ~ J ~ ~ Q 6 . ( C O M E N T ~ K ~ J ~ ~ K = l ~ l ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ Q 8 ~ Q 9  
K E R R = l  
GO TO 110 
IF (GEN(Z.J ) .EQ.BLANK)  GO TO 1 1 2  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  F O L L O W S  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
I F  ( A N D l M S K l , A R S 1 1 2 * G E N ( 2 r J )  ) ) - N E . B N K l )  GO TO 113 
I F  ( A N D ( M S K 2 . A R S ( 1 8 . G E N ( Z * J )  I I o N E o B N K 2 )  GO TO 114 
K O U N T (  J )=4  
GO TO 117 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
I F  I A Y D ( M S ~ 2 , A R S ( 6 . G E N ( l . J ) ) ) . N E , B N K Z )  GO TO 115 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
I F  (AND(MSKl.ARS(l8rGEN(l,J))~~NE.BNKl) GO TO 116 
I F  ( A N D ( M S K Z * A R S ( 2 4 r G E N (  1,J) ) ) . E Q o B N K 2 )  GO TO 116 
KOUNT(  J ) =  1 
GO TO 117 
KOUNT(  J ) = 6  
GO TO 117 
KOUNT( J )=5 
GO T O  117 
KOUNT(  J ) = 3  
GO TO 117  
KOUNT(  J ) = 2  
DO 118 J M A N = l . M A N  
I F  
C O N T I N U E  
MAN=MAN+ 1 
X M A N ( M A N ) = R S P ( J )  
CONT I Y U E  
( X H A N l  J M A N )  .EQ. R S P  ( I 
W R I T E  ( 6 9  177)  
GO TO 119 
C T H I S  R E A D  SEARCHES O N L Y  FOR THE A S T E R I S K  ( C A R D  10) IF MORE T H A N  1000 
C I O  CARDS H A V E  REEN A L R E A D Y  R E A D  I N  
120 READ ( 5 , 1 7 8 )  Q X J  
C - 
I F  ( Q X J - N E - A S T )  GO T O  120 
r 
L 
C A L L  CARDS R E A D  I N  AND B A D  CARDS R E J E C T E D  
121 N U M B E R Z J - 1  
r 
L 
C SORTER SORTS CARDS I N T O  A S C E N D I N G  H I E R A R C H Y  ORDER 
C 
C CHECK LOOKS FOR H I E R A R C H Y  ERRORS 
C 
C A L L  SORTER ( K X M )  






























































I F  (KSA.EQ.0 1 W R I T E  (6, 179)  
C 
C **** S T A R T  SCHEDULE CARD R E A D  **+* 
DO 123 L X = 1 * 1 1  
DO 1 2 2  J X = l r N U M B E R  
S C H D I L X v  J X  ) = H E A D 3 (  L X  1 122 
123 C O N T I N U E  
C 
C S C H E D U L E  J P D A T E  DECK I N C L U D I N G  SCHEDULE CARDS. S L A S H  CARD. SCHEDULE 
C U P D A T E  CARDS, AND A S T E R I S K  CARD (CARDS l l r 1 2 r 1 3 9 1 4 )  
124 R E A D  (5,180) ( S K E D ( J ) * J = l r  ll).ANEED,Ql,GENlvGEN2*92 
C 
KOG=O 
I F  ( S K E D ( l I . E Q - A S T )  GO T O  127 
I F  ( S K E D ( l ) . E Q . S L A S H )  K O G = l  ' 
KFLAG=O 
I F  ( S K E D ( l ) . E Q . S L A S H )  GO TO 124 
DO 126 J J = l r N U M B E R  
I F  (GEYl .NE.AND(GEN(  1, JJ ) , T A X X I  1 GO TO 126 
I F  I G E N 2 . N E . G E N ( Z , J J ) I  GO TO 126  
G E N (  1 9  J J ) = O R ( G E N I  1 1  J J ) * T X Q  1 
CODE(JJ)=OR(ALS(12rARS(l2~CODE(JJ)))~ARS(24~ANEED)) 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
K F L A G = l  
DO 1 2 5  J R = l r l l  
S C H U I  JR,  J J ) = O R (  M S P 2 (  J R  1 9  AND( M S P l l  J R  ) * SKEDL J R )  1 ) 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
125 
IF (KOLUMN.GT.O.AND.AND(SCHD(KRKIJJ) rSRKI .EQ.BRK)  S C H D ( K R K . J J ) = O R (  
lASTR*AND(SCHD(KRK,JJ)*CE€P)) 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
126 C O N T I N U E  
C 
C 
I F  (KOG-EQ.1 )  SCHD(l,JJ)=OR(ROXl~AND(ROX2,SCHD(lgJJ))) 
I F  (KFLAG.EQ.1)  GO T O  124 
W R I T E  (6,181) ( S K E D ( J ) r J = l ~ l l ) r A N E E D ~ Q l r G E N l ~ G E N 2 ~ Q 2  
K E R R = l  
GO TO 124  
127 C O N T I N U E  
;F ( K S A - E Q . 0 )  W R I T E  (6 .179)  
L 
C ****  START S T A T U S  CARD R E A D  **** 
KOG=O 
L 
C S T A T U S  DECK I N C L U D I N G  S T A T U S  C A R D S *  S L A S H  CARD, S T A T U S  U P D A T E  CARD. 
C AND A S T E R I S K  CARD (CARDS 1 5 r 1 6 r 1 7 . 1 8 1  
128 R E A D  ( 5 . 1 8 2 )  G E N 1 ~ G E N 2 ~ Q l ~ W K S ~ Q 2 ~ C O T l ~ Q 3 ~ 0 4 ~ Q 5 ~ Q 6 ~ Q 7 ~ Q ~ ~ Q 9 ~ Q l O ~ U l l  
L 
I F  (GEN1.EQ.AST) GO TO 130 
I F  (GENl .EQ.SLASH)  K O G = 1  
I F  (GEN1.EQ.SLASH) GO TO 1 2 8  
DO 129 J J = l , N U M B E R  
I F  ( G E Y l - N E . A N D ( G E N ( l * J J ) r T A X X ) I  GO TO 129 
I F  ( G E V 2 . N E . G E N ( Z r J J ) )  GO TO 129 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
S T A T ( J J ) = W K S  






















MAPS 3 2 1  
MAPS 322 
MAPS 323  
























MAPS 3 4 8  
MAPS 349 
MAPS 3 5 0  
MAPS 3 5 1  




MAPS 3 5 6  
MAPS 3 5 8  
MAPS 3 5 9  
MAPS 357 
24 
I F  
C O M E N T ( l , J J ) = C O T L  
( KOG-EQ. 1) S T A T  ( J  J )=OR( T A S T  ,AND ( S T A T (  JJ 1 t TASX 1 ) 
GO TO 1 2 8  
129 C O N T I N U E  
L 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 8 3 )  G E N l ~ G E N 2 , Q l ~ W K S ~ P 2 , C O T l ~ Q 3 ~ Q 4 ~ Q 5 ~ Q 6 ~ O 7 ~ Q 8 r Q 9 t Q l ~ ~ Q l  
11 
C 
K E R R = l  
GO TO 1 2 8  
130 DO 131 J J = l r N U M B E R  
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
I F  ( A N O ~ S C H D ( ~ ~ J J ) , R O X 3 ) ~ N E . R O X l ~ O R . A N D ~ S T A T ( J J ~ ~ T A S Q ~ ~ E Q ~ T A S T ~ O R ~  
l S T A T ( J J ) . E Q . R L A N K )  GO TO 131 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
131 C O N T I N U E  
S T A T (  J J )=OR( T A S T t  AN0 I BLANKIT AS X I  1 
L 
I F  (KERR-EQ.O.AND.KSA.EQ.0)  W R I T E  (6,184) B L A N K  
L 
C PUNOUT PUNCHES A NEW ID,SCHEDULE,AND S T A T U S  D E C K  
I F  (KPUNCH.GT.0)  C A L L  PUNOUT 
L 
C P I C K  L I S T S  THOSE CARDS W I T H  A NON B L A N K  F L A G  F I E L D  (CC 5 1 - 5 4 )  ON 
C T H E  I D  CARD 
I F  (KSA.EQ.0) C A L L  P I C K  ( G E N t C O D E t N U M B E R )  
L 





C **** S T A R T  OF P R O C E S S I N G  **** 
132 C O N T I N U E  
I F  (KSA.EQ.0)  W R I T E  ( 6 1 1 8 6 )  NUMBER 
I F  (KXM-NE.O.AND.NOHE.EQ.0) W R I T E  (6,167) KXM 
L I N E = 1  
K S E T = 2  
C S U B R O U T I N E  F L A G  W I T H  K S E T = 2  A S S I G N S  T H E  BY-MAN L I S T I N G  M A S K -  
C A L L  F L A G  (MAINL,MASU~rMANL,CODE,LINE,MANOUT.KEND,KGT,KSET)  
133 JPAGE= J PAGE+ 1 
C 
C 
W R I T E  (6,  1 8 8 )  HEADNG 
I F  ( X Y A N ( l ) . E Q . B L A N K )  J M A N = 2 0 0  
L 
I F  (MANOUT.EQ.1) W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 8 9 )  X M A N ( J M A N ) r M A N L  
L 
I F  ( J M A N . E Q . 2 0 0 )  J M A N = l  
W R I T E  (6,190) ( H E A D l ( K P X ) ~ K P X = l ~ l l ) ~ ~ H E A D 2 ~ K P X ~ ~ K P X ~ l ~ l l ~ ~ ~ D A S H r J ~  
C 
1 1 . 2 2 )  
L 
LNT=O 
I F  (MANOUT.EQ.1) L N T = 2  
GO TO 1 3 5  
134 L I N E = L I N E + l  
135 I F  (L INE.GT.NUMBER)  GO TO 163 




















































































3 8 3  
3 84 
3 8 5  
386 
387 










































1 4 2  
143 
144 





I F  IRSP(LINE).EQ.XMAN(JMAN)) GO TO 136 
GO TO 1 3 7  
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
136 I F  ( K O U N T 1 L I N E ) . G T . K I X . A N D . A N D ( G E X 1 1 M S K ( l ~ K I X ) ) o E 9 o A N D ( G E N ( l ~ L I N E )  
l~MSK(l~KIX)).AND.AND~GEX2~MSK~2~KIX)),EQ.AND(GEN(2~LINE),MSK(2,KIX 
2 ) ) )  GO TO 140 
K I X = K O ! J N T ( L I W E )  
G E X l = G E N ( l t L I N E )  
G E X Z = G E N I Z * L I N E )  
GO TO 140 
137 K X X L = K O U N T  ( L  I N E  ) 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
I F  ( K X X L . G T ~ K I X ~ A N O . A N D ( G E X l ~ M S K ( l ~ K I X ~ ~ ~ E O ~ A N D ~ G E N ~ l ~ L I N E ~ ~ M S K ~ 1 ,  
l K I X ) ) . A N D . A N D ( G E X Z , M S K ( 2 , K I X ) ) . E Q . A N D ( G E N ( 2 , L I N E ) ~ M S K ( 2 ~ K I X ) ) )  GO 
2 T 0  140 
I F  ~ G E X l ~ E Q ~ G E N ( l s L I N E ) ~ A N D ~ G E X 2 . E Q . G E N ( 2 r L I N E ~ ~  GO TO 160 
DO 1 3 8  J K M A = L I N E  ,NUMBER 
I F  ( K D U N T ( J K M A + l ) . L E . K X X L )  GO TO 160 
I F  [RSP(JKMA+l).EQ.XMAN(JMAN)I GO TO 140 
138 C O N T I N U E  
GO TO 160 
139 C O N T I N U E  
140 N U M = K O U N T ( L I N E )  
C S U B R O U T I N E  F L A G  W I T H  K S E T = 3  D E C I D E S  WHEN A C A R 0  SHOULD P R I N T .  
K S E T = 3  
C A L L  F L A G  ( M A I N L , M A S U ~ ~ M A N L ~ C O D E I L I " O U T . K E N D I K G T ~ K S E T )  
I F  (KGT.EQ.1) GO TO 1 6 0  
I F  ( T O T . N E . R S P ( L I N E ) I  GO TO 141 
I F  (MANOUT.EQ.1) GO TO 160 
L N T = 5  
GO TO 160 
T E M X l = G E N ( l v L I N E )  
T E M X Z = G E N ( Z , L I N E )  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
I F  (A4S(6,CENllrLINE)).GT.XNPR.OR.OR.MANOUT*E~ol) GO TO 142 
G E N ( l , L I N E ) = O R ( B L A N K ~ A N O ( G E N ( l ~ L I N E ) ~ I N ) )  
G E N ( Z 1  L I N E  ) = B L A N K  
* ***  S T A R T  OF S C H E D U L E  O U T P U T I N G  +a** 
I F  ( N U M - 2 )  1 4 5 9 1 4 9 , 1 4 3  
I F  ( N U M - 4 )  1 5 1 , 1 5 3 , 1 4 4  
I F  ( N U M - 6 )  1 5 5 r 1 5 7 r 1 5 7  
IF ( L N T . L T . 3 8 )  GO TO 147 
IF (MANOUT.EQ.1) GO TO 1 6 1  
KKX= 1 
I F  (KOUNT(JX+l).EQ.l.AND.LNT.LE.44) GO TO 147 
K K X = K K X +  1 
00 1 4 6  J X = L  I NE NUMBER 
I F  ( K K X . G T . ( 4 4 - L N T ) )  GO TO 161 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 












Y A P S  4 3 1  
MAPS 4 3 2  
MAPS 433 
MAPS 434 
MAPS 4 3 5  
MAPS 436 
MAPS 437 













MAPS 4 5 1  
MAPS 4 5 2  
MAPS 4 5 3  
MAPS 4 5 4  
MAPS 4 5 5  
MAPS 4 5 6  
MAPS 457 
MAPS 4 5 8  
MAPS 4 5 9  
MAPS 460 
MAPS 461  
MAPS 4 6 2  
MAPS 463 
MAPS 464 
















W R I T E  ( 6 9 1 9 2 )  
C 
L N T = L N T + l  
L 
148 W R I T E  (61193)  I1HEAD3(KPX)rKPX=lrll)rKPZ=lr2) 
C 
W R I T E  (6.194) G E N ( l ~ L I N E ) ~ ( T I T L E ( K X 1 L [ N E ) + K X = l r 5 ) . ( S C H D ( ~ X r L I N E 1 ~ K  
l X = 1 r 1 1 ) r S T A T ( L I N E I , ( C O M E N T ~ K X ~ L I N E ) ~ K X = l r l ~ ~ R S P ~ L I N E ~  
C 
C O P R I N T  S E T S  U P  AND P R I N T S  T H E  S L A S H  AND N E E 0  D A T E  SCHEDULE O V E R P R I N T  
C A L L  O P R I N T  ( S T A T ( L I N E ) r  I Z A M l  
r 
L 






C '  
150 
C 
L N T = L N T + 4  
GO T O  159 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
I F  ( A N D ( G E N I l ~ L I N E I , I N ) . E Q o O . O R . N O H E . E Q . 1 )  GO TO 1 5 0  
W R I T E  ( 6 r 1 9 2 )  
L N T = L N T + l  
W R I T E  (6,196) G E N ~ l ~ L I N E ) ~ ( T I T L E I K X r L I N E ) r K X = L 1 S ) r ( S C H D ~ K X r L I N E 1  r K  
1 X = l .  11 1 + S T A T ( L I N E )  ( L O M E N T  ( K X , L I N E  1 r K X = l r l 1  r R S P ( L I N E 1  
C A L L  D P R I N T  ( S T A T ( L 1 N E ) r  I Z A M )  
C 
L N T = L N T + l  
GO TO 159  
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
1 5 1  I F  (AYD(GEN(lrLINE1rINI.EQ.O.O.ORoNOHE.EQ~l~ GO T O  152 
r 
L 
W R I T E  ( 6 1 1 9 2 )  
C 
C 
152 W R I T E  (6,197) G E N ( l ~ L I N E ) r ( T I T L E ( K X I L I N E ) . K X = l r 5 1 r ( S C H D ( K X ~ L I N E ) r K  
C 
C 
L N T = L N T + l  
1 X = l ,  11 1 * S T A T  ( L I N E  1 C O M E N T ( K X v L 1 N E I  r K X = l r l )  r R S P (  L I N E )  
C A L L  O P R I N T  ( S T A T ( L 1 N E ) r I Z A M )  
L N T = L N T + l  
GO T O  159 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
153 I F  ~ A V D ( G E N ( l r L I N E ) r I N ) . E Q . O , O R . N D H E . E Q . 1 ~  GO TO 154  
C 
C 
W R I T E  (6.192) 
L N T = L N T + l  
r 
L 
154 W R I T E  ( 6 r 1 9 8 1  G E N ( l ~ L I N E ) ~ G E N ( 2 ~ L I N E I 1 I T I T L E ( K X , L I N E ) r K X = l ~ 5 ) r ( S C H  
C 
1 D ~ K X ~ L I N E ~ ~ K X ~ l ~ l l ~ ~ S T A T ~ L I N E ) . o O M E N T ~ K X r L I N E 1 ~ K X ~ l ~ l ~ ~ R S P ~ L I N E ~  
C A L L  D P R I N T  ( S T A T ( L I N E 1 r  I Z A M )  
r 
L 
L N T = L N T + l  
GO TO 159 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 


















































































5 0 1  
502 
503 
5 0 4  
5 0 5  
5 0 6  
5 0 7  
5 0 8  
509 
510 










5 2 1  
5 2 2  
5 2 3  
5 2 4  
5 2 5  
526 
52 7 
5 2 8  
529 
530 




5 3 5  



































W R I T E  (6.192) 
L N T = L N T +  1 
W R I T E  (6.199) G E N ~ l . L I N E I ~ G E N ( 2 r L I N E ) , ( T I T L E ( K X ~ L I N E ) ~ K X = l ~ 5 ) ~ ( S C H  
1 D ~ K X ~ L I N E ~ ~ K X ~ 1 ~ 1 1 ~ ~ S T A T ~ L I N E ~ ~ ~ C O M E N T ~ K X ~ L I N E ~ ~ K X ~ l ~ l ~ ~ R S P ~ L I N E ~  
C A L L  D P R I N T  ( S T A T t L I N E ) ,  I Z A M )  
L N T = L N T + l  
GO TO 159 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
I F  ( A N D ~ G E N ( l r L I N E ) , I N ) . E Q . O . O R . N O H E . E Q . 1 )  GO TO 1 5 8  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 9 2 )  
L N T = L N T + L  
W R I T E  ( 6 * 2 0 0 )  G E N I l ~ L I N E ) , G E N ( 2 r L I N E ) ~ ( T I T L E ( K X , L I N E ) ~ K X = l ~ 5 ) , ( S C H  
1 D ~ K X ~ L I N E ~ . K X ~ 1 ~ 1 1 ~ ~ S T A T ~ L I N E ~ r ( C O M E N T ( K X ~ L I N E ~ ~ K X ~ l ~ l ~ ~ R S P ~ L i N E ~  
C A L L  O P R I N T  ( S T A T t L I N E ) ,  I Z A M )  
L N T = L N T + l  
GEN(  1 , L I N E  ) = T E M X l  
G E N ( Z r L I N E ) = T E M X 2  
L I N E = L I N E + l  
KSE T=3 
I F ( K G T . E Q . 1 )  GO TO 1 3 4  
I F  ( L N T . L T . 4 7 )  GO TO 1 3 5  
C A L L  F L A G  ( M A I N L I M A S U M . M A N L . C O D E . L I N E . M A N O ~ J T . K E N D ~ K G T ~ K S E T )  
IF ( R S P l L I N E ) . E Q ~ T O T . A N D . M A N O U T . E Q , O )  GO T O  162 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
I F  ~ A N D ~ G E N ~ l ~ L I N E ~ ~ M S K ~ l ~ l ~ ~ ~ N E I A " I L I L I N E ~ l ~ ~ M S K ~ l ~ l ~ ~ ~ O R ~ M A  
lNOUT.EQ.l.OR.KEND.GT,O) GO TO 1 6 2  
L O G I C A L  STATEMENT FOLLOWS 
GOX=AND(GEN(lrLINE)rMSK( 1 9 1 )  
W R I T E  1 6 r 2 0 2 1  GOXI ( H E A D 3 I K P X  ) r K P X = l r  11) 
W R I T E  (6.201) I D A S H I K P X = ~ , ~ ~ ) , ( H E A D ~ ( K P X ) , K P X = ~ , ~ ~ ) , ( X L G N D ( K P X ) , K P  
1 X = L  w 4 2  1 
GO TO 1 3 3  
W R I T E  (6.201) ( D A S H ~ K P X = l r 2 2 ) r l H E A D 2 ( K P X ) r K P X = 1 1 1 1 ) . ( X L G N D ( K P X ) , K P  
1 X = l  r 4 2  1 
I F  (KEND.LE.0)  GO TO 164 
KEND=O 
GO TO 1 3 2  
K I X = 6  
G E X l = O  
MAN= 1 
MANOUT= 1 
-MAN CARDS ( C A R D S  1 9 1 ,  AND F I N A L  PROGRAM DECK A S T E R I S K  C A R D f C A R D  20) 





























































5 4 0  
541 
5 4 2  
5 4 3  
5 44 
5 4 5  
5 4 6  
5 4 7  
5 4 8  
5 4 9  
5 5 0 .  
5 5 1  
5 5 2  
5 5 3  
5 5 4  
5 5 5  
5 5 6  
5 5 7  
5 5 8  
5 5 9  
5 6 0  
5 6 1  
5 6 2  
5 6 3  
5 6 4  
5 6 5  
5 6 6  
5 6 7  
5 6 8  
5 6 9  
5 7 0  
571 
5 7 2  
5 7 3  
5 7 4  
5 7 5  
5 7 6  
5 7 7  
5 7 8  
5 7 9  
5 8 0  
5 8 1  
5 8 2  
5 8 3  
5 8 4  
5 8 5  
5 8 6  
5 8 7  
5 8 8  
5 8 9  
5 9 0  
5 9 1  
5 9 2  
5 9 3  
5 9 4  
5 9 5  
5 96 
5 9 7  
5 9 8  































I F  (KPUNCH.GT.0) PUNCH 203. MANL.XMAN(1)  
I F  (MANL.NE.AST) GO T O  165 
I F  1 K T I . E Q . l )  K S A = 1  
I F  1KSA.EQ.O) W R I T E  (6,204) B L A N K  
GO T O  101 
J M A N = l  
GO T O  1 3 2  
FORMAT ( 1 3 A 6 i A 2 )  
FORMAT 1 1 X 1 2 1 A 6 r A 5 / 1 1 4 H O T H I S  IS + M A P S - I I *  (MANAGEMENT A N A L Y S I S  A N D  
1 P L A N N I N G  SYSTEM).  FOR USER I N F O R M A T I O N  SEE D O N  P A C K E  OR G I L  R A F F  
2 A E L I . / l X . A 6 )  
FORMAT 
FORMAT ( ~ X I L Z H C O N T R O L  CARD/lXI30H------------------------------ / 1x  
( 3 A 2 1 A l r  A 6 1  8X  9 A 6 r  4x9 A 2 r  4 A 2  1 
1 ~ 7 H C O L U M N S ~ 5 X ~ 5 H I N P U T 1 6 X . 7 H O P T I O N S / Z X I 7 H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ X . H - - - - - V ~ X S ~ H - -  
2----- / ~ X ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X , A ~ ~ ~ X I ~ O ~ H L O C A T E S  THE V E R T I C A L  A S T E R I S K  CURSOR C 
3 0 L U M N  ( 0 1  T H R U  66)  I N  T H E  SCHEDULE F I E L D .  B L A N K  E L I M I N A T E S  T H E  + /6  
4XmlH4.9X*A2p6Xp103HBLANK G I V E S  T O T A L  L I S T I N G .  O N E ( 1 ) G I V E S  T O T A L  L I  
5 S T I N G  + SUMMARY L I S T I N G .  / 6 X * l H 6 ~ 9 X  
6 r A 2 r b X 1 9 2 H B L A N K  G I V E S  S L A S H ( / )  AND N E E D  D A T E  O V E R P R I N T  I N  T H E  SCHE 
7 D U L E  F I E L D .  ONE ( 1 )  S U P P R E S S E S  THEM.) 
FORPAT ( ~ X . ~ H ~ * ~ X ~ ~ X ~ A ~ V ~ X , ~ O H N E E D  D A T E  SYMBOL. B L A N K  G I V E S  , A 1 9 6 6  
2 0 / 3 X 1 4 H  8 1 5 X p l H  r A 4 r l H ) , 6 X , 8 4 H T O T A L  L I S T I N G  M A S K f M A T C H E D  W I T H  C O  
3 L U M N S  5 1  T H R U  54 O N  T H E  I D  C A R D ) .  B L A N K  ASSUMES 2 . / 2 X * 5 H 1 0 1 1 1 . 9 X 1 A  
4 2 . 6 X q 8 3 H I D  F L A G  COLUMN NUMBER (51-54)  W H I C H  I S  T O  BE MATCHED W I T H  
5MASKS. B L A N K  ASSUMES 5 1 , / 2 X r 5 H  2 2 ~ 5 X s l H  p A 4 r I . H )  r 6 X * 8 7 H S U M M A R Y  L 
LH. NON B L A N K  G I V E S  T H E  A C T U A L  CHARACTER PUNCHED ON THE CONTROL C A R  
6 I S T I N G  MASK ( M A T C H E D  W I T H  COLUMNS 5 1  T H R U  54 O N  T H E  I D  C A R D ) .  B L A N  
7 K  ASSUMES 4.) 
FORMAT ( ~ X V ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X , ~ X , A ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ ~ H S U P R E S S E S  T H E  P R I N T I N G  O F  H I E R A R  
l C H Y  NUMBERS T H A T  ARE EQUAL T O  OR L E S S  T H A N  T H I S  N U M R E K . / 5 X , 2 H 3 5 r 9 X  
2 1 A Z r 6 X r 1 0 3 H O N E ( l )  G I V E S  NEW PROGRAM DECK SORTED I N  ORDER W I T H  THE 
3 D A T E  P J N C H E D  ON T H E  CARDS. B L A N K  G I V E S  NO D E G K / ~ X . ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ X * A ~ . ~ X V  
4 8 9 H B L A Y K  P E R M I T S  THE P R I N T I N G  O F  SUMMARY I N F O R M A T I O N  BETWEEN PROGR 
6 R I N T I N G  O F  H I E R A R C H Y  ERROR MESSAGES W I T H I N  THE TEXT. O Y E ( 1 )  SUPPRE 
7 S S E S  I T . )  
5AMS. D r \ l E ( l )  S U P P R E S S E S  I T . / ~ X , ~ H ~ ~ * ~ X I A ~ * ~ X I ~ ~ H B L A N K  P E R M I T S  THE P 
FORMAT ( l l A 6 / 1 1 A b / l l A 6 )  
FORVAT ( 1 2 H O E K R O R  C A R D S )  
FORMAT ( 1 3 A 6  . A 2 / 6 A 6 1  A 4 1  6A61 A 4 /  1 3 A 6 r A 2  
FORMAT 
FORMAT ( 3 9 H  T H I S  CARD I N  I D  DECK I S  NOT I D  F O R M A T ( . A l . A l . A 5 * A 4 . A 1 .  
( A 1 9 A 1 A 5  t A4. A 1. 566 . A 1 9  Ab. A 1  s A 4 1  A 1  * A 3 r  A l  9 3 A 6 ,  A 3  1 
FORMAT ( 5 4 H O M O R E  THAN 1000 V A L I D  I D  CARDS--PROGRAM I G N O R E S  E X C E S S )  
FORMAT ( A l )  
FORMAT ( 1 H  1 
FORMAT 
FORMAT ( 3 9 H  NO I D  C A R D  FOR T H I S  S C H E D U L E  C A R D  ( l l A b r A 2 r A l r A S r A 4  
FORMAT I A 5 9 A 4 r  A 5 1 A 3 .  A5.9A6.  A 4 )  
FORMAT ( 3 9 H  NO I D  CARD FOR T H I S  S T A T U S  C A R D  ( * A 5 , A 4 . A 5 r A 3 ~ 4 5 *  
( 1 l A 6 r A 2 1  A 1 1  A 5 1  A 4 p A 2  1 
l i A 2 . 1 H )  1 
1 9 A 6 r A 4 ~ 1 H )  1 
FORMAT ( 3 6 H O N O  ERROR CARDS I N  F O L L O W I N G  P R O G R A M / l H  A l l  
























































































6 2 7  
628  
6 2 9  
630 
631 
6 3 2  
6 3 3  
634 

















6 5 2  
653 
6 5 4  
655 
6 5 6  























FORMAT ( l H L r I 4 + 4 0 H  V A L I D  I D  CARDS READ--PROGRAM MAX = l o 0 0  1 
FORMAT I l H O ,  I 5 9 1 7 H  H I E R 4 R C H Y  ERRORS)  
FORMAT ( 1 H 1 /  1x1  1 3 A 6 r  A 2 )  
FORMAT ( 3 1 H O R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y  B Y  MAN F O R  +** .A6,4H ***,6X,BHMASK = 
l r A 4 t l H ) )  
FORf iAT ( 1 1 H O H I E R A R C H Y  r38XrllA6*1OXr7H.PERSON/BH N U M B E R r 1 3 X r l l H D E  
l S C R I P T I O N ~ 1 7 X ~ 1 1 A 6 , 1 7 H  COMMENT . R S P R L E / l H  r 2 1 A 6 r A 5 )  
1) 
FORVAT ~ 2 ~ 4 9 X ~ l l A 6 / ~ ~ 6 X ~ 6 A 4 r 7 X 1 1 1 6 6 / 9 X 1 5 A 6 / 9 X ~ 5 A 6 ~ l O X ~ l l A 6 / 6 X ~ 6 A 6 ~ 7 X r l l A 6  
FORMAT ( l X ~ 8 X r 1 7 H * H I E R A R C H Y  E R R O R * * / )  
FORMAT ( 4 9 X ,  l l A 6 / 4 9 X r l l A 6 )  
FORMAT ( l X , A 2 r 2 X , 5 A 6 , 1 4 X ~ l l A 6 r A 4 , A 6 r l X . A 6 )  
FORMAT ( 5 X + 5 A 6 i 1 4 X r l l A 6 )  
FORMAT I 1 X +  A 3  r 3 X  r 5 A 6  i 1 2 X  r 1 l A 6 r  A 4 r  A6rJ.X r A 6  1 
FORMAT ( l X , A 5 , 4 X , 5 A 6 , 9 X ,  l l A 6 , A 4 s A 6 . l X r A 6 )  
FORPAT ( l X , A 5 , A 1 , 6 X r 5 A 6 ,  6x9 l l A 6 r A 4 r  A 6 r  l X r A 6 1  
FORMAT (1X7A5,A3 ,7X~5Ah,3Xr l lA61A4rA6 .1X1A6)  
FORMAT 
FORMAT (lX,21A6rA5/49XrllA6/1OHOLEGENO~ , 1 3 A b , A 2 r h A 6 r A 4 / 1 0 H  .-... ( 1 X r  A 5 1  A 4 9 9 X r  5 A 4 r  l l A 6 w A 4 r A 6 +  1 X r  A 6 )  
1.. . b A b , A 4 r 1 3 A 6 , A 2 )  
FORMAT ( 7 H  ( I T E M  9 A 2 9 2 1 H  C O N T I N U E D  N E X T  P A G E I r l 9 X r l l A 6 )  
FORMAT ( A 6 1  1 X t  A 6  
FORMAT ( L H l r A l )  
END 
S I B M A P  D A T E  DECK 
ENTRY D A T E  
D A T E  SAVE 4 
D L D  . J D A T E + l  
D S T *  3 r 4  


















































D A T E  1 
D A T €  2 
D A T E  3 
D A T E  4 
D A T E  5 
D A T E  6 
D A T F  7 
30 
S I B F T C  F L A G  DECK 
C 
C THE F L A G  S U B R O U T I N E  I S  U S E 0  FOR T H E  S E L E C T I V E  P R I N T O U T  O P T I O N S  OF 
C MAPS-  THE S U B R O U T I N E  I S  O R G A N I Z E D  I N T O  T H R E E  M A I N  S E C T I n N S -  
C T H E  F I R S T  A S S I G N S  THE T O T A L  A N 0  SUKMARY L I S T I N G  MASKS, A N 0  THE ID C A R 0  
S U B R O Y T I N E  F L A G  1 M A I N L . M A S U M ~ M A N L ~ C U O E ~ L I N E . M A N O U T ~ K E N O . K G T ~ K S E T )  
C F L A G  COLIJMN. THE SECOND S E C T I O N  A S S I G N S  T H E  BY-MAN MASK. 
C T H E  T H I R D  S E L E C T S  I T E M S  T O  B E  P R I N T E D  A C C O R D I N G  T O  THE L I S T I N G  B E I N G  
C PROCESSED. 
C 
D A T A  SL~TMS/6H010000~0000000000077 /  
D A T A  B L A N K ~ O N E ~ T W O ~ F O U R ~ ( F I J ~ ~ J ~ l ~ 4 ~ ~ Z E R O / 6 H O O O O  ~ 6 H O O O O O 1 ~ 6 H 0 0 0 0  
D I M E N S I O N  C O O E ( 1 ) r  F l 4 )  
R E A L  M A I N L * M A S U M . M A N L  
102~6H000004r6H000051~6H000052~6H000053~6H000054~6H@~000@/ 
C 
I F  lKSET.EQ.3)  GO TO 304 
I F  lKSET.EO.2)  GO TO 303 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  F O L L O W S  
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  F O L L O W S  
T M S K l = A R S l 3 0 , M A I N L )  
TMSKZ=ARSI3O,MASUM) 
FLGCL=ARSl?4rALS(12vMAINL) 1 
I F  ( T Y S K l . E Q . A R S ( 6 , B L A N K ) )  T M S K l = T W O  
I F  l T M S K 2 . E Q . A R S l 6 v R L A N K ) )  TMSKZ=FOUR 
I F  1FLGCL.EP.BLANK)  F L G C L = F I l )  
GO 3 0 1  K = 1 , 4  
K= 1 
3 0 1  I F  ( F L G C L . E Q . F I K ) )  GO TO 302 
C L O G  IC A L  S T A T E M E N T  F O L L O W S  
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  F O L L O W S  
302 MA1 YL=OR I S L  8 O K 1  A L S  I 3 0  t T M S K l  1 v A L S I  12. F l  K )  1 1 1 
M A S U M = O R l S L , O R l A L S ( 3 O ~ T M S K 2 ~ ~ A L S l l 2 ~ F l K ~ ~ ~ ~  
L = 3 6 - 6 * K  
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
T M S K l = A L S I L , T M S K l )  
T M S K Z = A L S l L , T M S K 2 )  
RNK-ALS I L t  AKS 1 6 9  B L A V K )  ) 
T M X = A L S l L , T M S )  
RETURV 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G  I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  F O L L O W S  
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
3 0 3  T M S K 3 z A R S  I 3 0  v M A N L  1 
I F  (TMSK3.EO.ARS16.RLANK))  TMSK3=ONE 
M A N L = D R l S L ~ O R l A L S ~ 3 0 ~ T M S K 3 ~ ~ A L S l l 2 ~ F I K ~ ) ~ ~  
T M S K 3 = A L S I L p T M S K 3 )  
RETURV 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  F O L L O W S  
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  F O L L O W S  
304 T E M P = A V D l C O D E l L I N E ) ~ T M X )  
I F  ~ K E Y D ~ G T ~ O ~ A N O . ( T E M P ~ E Q ~ ~ ~ K ~ O R ~ A N O I T E M P ~ T M S K 2 ~ ~ E Q ~ Z E R O ~ ~  GO T O  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A S  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  
F L A G  



















1 9  
20 
2 1  
2 2  
23 
24  







3 2  
33 




3 8  












5 1  
5 2  






5 9  
31 
1306  
I F  (KEND.GT.01  GO TO 305  
C L O G I C A L  STATEMENT FOLLOWS 
I F  ( M A N O U T . E Q . O . A N D . T E M P . N E . B N K , A N D . A N D ( T E M P , T M S K ~ ) - E Q . Z E R O )  GO TO 
1 3 0 6  
C L O G I C A L  STATEMENT F O L L O H S  
I F  ( M A N O U T . E Q . l . A N D . T E M P . N E . B N K o A N D ( T E H P . T M S K 3 I . E Q . Z E R O )  GO TO 
1 3 0 6  
305 KGT=2 








F L A G  
FLAG 
FLAG 
F L A G  




F L A G  
60  
61 
6 2  
6 3  





6 9  




.. . .. . . -__ -. .. . . ._. . . 
S I B F T C  SORTER DECK 
C 
C S U B R O U T I N E  SORTER SORTS I N  ORDER BY R I P P L I N G  THROUGH THE DECK IN 
C B O T H  D I R E C T I O N S  AND E X C H A N G I N G  A D J A C E N T  CARDS I F  THEY ARE OUT 
C OF ORDER 
















D A T A  A S K l ~ A S K Z ~ Z E R O / 6 H O O C O O  r 6 H 0 0 0 0  , 6 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 /  
COMMON 
D I M E N S I O N  G E N 1 2 , l O O O ) r  T I T L E ( 5 r 1 0 0 0 ) r  S K E D ( l l r 1 0 0 0 ) .  W K S ( 1 0 0 0 ) r  S T  
N,GEN,SKED,Ll r K l r  T I  T L E r P E R S * X r W K S r S T A T *  I X T  
1 A T (  l r 1 3 0 0 )  t P E R S (  1000 ) r X(  1000). I X T (  1001) 
D I M E N S I O N  T E M P ( 6 ) r  I T S T l  11,1000) 
E Q U I V A L E N C E  ( I T S T r S K E D )  
DO 403 J = l r N  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
T E M P ( l ) = A R S ( 2 4 , G E N ( l r J I )  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
TEMP(4)=ARS(30,ALS(lZ,GEN( 1, J )  1 )  
L O G  I C  AL  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
TEMP(Z)=ARS124rALS(18,GEN( 1, J )  ) 1 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
T E M P ( 5 ) = A R S (  3 0 r G E N ( 2 r  J )  1 
T E M P ( 3 ) = A R S ( 2 4 , A L S ( b , G E N O ) )  
T E M P ( ~ ) = A R S ( ~ O ~ A L S ( ~ ~ , G E N ( ~ S  J )  ) 1 
D O  401 K z l . 3  
I F  ( T E M P ( K ) .  EP .ASK2)  TEMP( K 1 =ZERO 
C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( T E M P  ( K  1 .  EQ. A S K 1  1 TEMP(  K )  =ZERO 
CONT I V U E  
D O  4 0 2  K = 4 r 6  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
SKEO(lrJ)=OR(ALS(12tOR(ALS(6rTEMP(l)),TEMP(4)) ) r T E M P ( Z ) )  
SKE0(2.J)=OR(ALS(6rOR(ALS(lZrTEMP(5))rTEMP(3)))rTEMP(6)) 
KXX= 1 
N l = N - 1  
DO 411 J Y = 1 1 2  
KOUNT=3 
J=JX 
I F  ( JY .EQ.2 )  J=N-JX  
DO 410 J X = l r N l  
I F  ( I T S T i  l . J + l ) - I T S T (  1 t J  ) 1  406r405.410 
I F  ( I T S T (  2 r J + l ) - I T S T I 2 , J  1 )  4 0 6 r 4 1 0 ~ 4 1 0  
T E M P l = G E N ( l r J + l )  
T E M P 2 = G E N ( 2 ,  J+1) 
D O  407 J l = l r 5  
T E M P ( J 1  ) = T I T L E ( J l , J + l )  
T E M P 3 = P E R S ( J + l )  
TEMP4=X (J+1)  
T E M P S = S K E D ( l r J + l )  
T E M P 6 = S K E D ( Z r J + l )  
T E M P 7 = S T A T I l r J + l )  
TEMPB=WKS(  J+1) 
I T M P = I X T (  J+1) 












S n R T E  1 2  
SORTE 1 3  
SORTE 14 
SORTE 1 5  
SORTE 16 
SORTE 17 
SORTE 1 8  
SORTE 19 
SORTE 29 
SORTE 2 2  
SORTE 22 




SORTE 2 7  
SORTE 2 8  
S O R T t  29 
SORTE 30 
SORTE 3 1  
SORTE 3 2  
SORTF 33 
SORTE 34  
SORTE 3 5  












SORTE 4 8  
SORTE 49 
SORTE 5 0  
SORTE 5 1  
SORTE 5 2  
SORTE 53  
SORTE 5 4  
SORTF 5 5  
S n R T E  5 6  
SORTE 5 7  
SORTE 58  
SORTE 5 9  
33 
I -  
GEN (2. J + l  ) = G E N ( Z .  J ) 
00 408 J L = l r 5  
408 T I T L E ( J l , J + l ) = T I T L E ( J l r J )  
P E R S (  J + l  ) = P E R S (  J 1 
X ( J + l ) = X (  J )  
S K E D ( l 9  J+1 I = S K E D (  1 tJ  1 
S K E D ( Z 9  J + l ) = S K E D ( Z s J  1 
S T A T l l r  J + l  ) = S T A T [  1 rJ  1 
W K S ( J + l ) = W K S ( J )  
I X T ( J + l ) = I X T ( J )  
GEN ( 1. J ) = T E M P 1  
G E N ( 2 r  J ) = T E M P 2  
DO 409 J 1 ~ 1 . 5  
409 T I T L E ( J l r J ) = T E M P ( J l )  
PERS ( J  1 = T E M P 3  
X (  J ) = T E M P 4  
S K E D [ l t  J ) = T E M P S  
S K E O ( Z . J ) = T E M P 6  
S T A T ( l v J ) = T E M P 7  
W K S ( J ) = T E M P 8  
I X T  ( J )  = I T M P  
KOUNT= 1 
I F  (KOUNT.EQ.0) R E T U R N  
K X X = K X X + l  
I F  (KXX.GE.N) RETURN 
GO TO 404 
END 
410 C O N T I N U E  






























6 0  










7 1  
72 
7 3  










8 4  
8 5  
86  
87 
8 8  
34 
S I B F T C  CHECK DECK 
S U B R O U T I N E  CHECK ( K Z X )  
r 
L 






























DATA I Y/OOOOOOOOOOOO 1 / 
D A T A  LKB1/0000000006060/rLKf32/0000000000060/ 
D I M E N S I O N  G E N ( 2 r 1 0 0 O ) r  S C H ( l l . 1 0 0 0 ) r  T A G ( 1 0 0 1 )  
E Q U I V A L E N C E  ( S C H ( l r L I v T A G ( 1 ) ) .  ( X I N I I N )  
COMMON NUMBERrGENtSCHrLINEtKOLUMN 
I N T E G E R  T A G  
KZX=O 
DO 522 J C T R = l r  5 
00 509 K C T R = l r N U M B E R  
GO TO ( 5 0 1 r 5 0 1 ~ 5 0 1 ~ 5 0 2 ~ 5 0 2 ) ~ J C T R  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L T = I A R S ( 6 r G E N ( l , K C T R ) )  
GO TO (503r504r505r505r505), J C T R  
L T = I A R S ( l Z , G E N ( Z r K C T R ) )  
GO TO (506*506r506r506p507)rJCTR 
T A G ( K C T R ) = I A R S ( l B * L T )  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  STATEMENT FOLLOWS 
GO TO 5 0 8  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
TAG(KCTR)=IARS(30,IALS(3091ARS(l2rLT))) 
GO TO 5 0 8  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
TAG ( K C T R ) = I A R S  (249 I A L S  (249 L T  ) ) 
GO TO 5 0 8  
L O G I C I L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
T A G ( K C T R I = I A R S ( 1 8 r L T )  
GO T O  5 0 8  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
TAG(KCTR)=IARS(249IALS(24, I A R S ( 6 p L T ) I )  
C O N T I N U E  
C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( T A G ( L C T K ) . E Q . L K B L . O R . T A G ( L C T R ) . E Q . L K B Z )  GO TO 510 
GO TO 511 
C O N T I N U E  
CONT I N  J E  
I w = o  
L = I A R S ( 6 r G E N ( l , L C T R )  1 
00 510 L C T R = l r N U M B E R  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
M = I  ARS ( 12 9 GEN(  2. L C T R  1 ) 
GO TO (5139514r515r516r517),JCTR 
J C = I  ARS ( 30 p I A L S  (30. I A R S  ( 12 9 L 1 1 1 
I F  ( J C . E Q . L K ~ l . O R . J C . E Q I L K 8 2 )  GO TO 514 
I W = 1  
J C = I A R S  ( 2 4 ,  I A L S (  24rL 1 1 
IF ( J C . E Q o L K B l . O R . J C . E Q . L K B 2 )  GO TO 515 
I W = 1  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 












CHECK 1 2  
CHECK 13 
CHECK 1 4  





CHECK 20  




CHECK 2 5  






CHECK 3 2  
CHECK 33 






CHECK 4 0  
CHECK 4 1  
CHECK 42 
CHECK 4 3  
CHECK 44 
CHECK 4 5  





CHECK 5 1  
CHECK 5 2  
CHECK 53 
CHECK 5 4  
CHECK 5 5  
CHECK 5 6  
CHECK 57 








5 1 8  
C 
5 1 9  
520 
5 2 1  
522 
C 
5 2 3  
J C = I A R S I 1 8 p M )  
I F  (JC.EQ.LKBloOR.JC.EQ.LKB2) GO TO 516 
IW=l 
J C = I A R S ( 2 4 , i A L S ( 2 4 , 1 A R S ( 6 r M ) ) ) )  
I F  (JC .EQoLKBl , .OR.JC.EQ.LK82)  GO TO 517 
I W = 1  
J C = I A R S ( 3 0 r I A L S ( 3 O r M ) l  
I F  (JC.EQ.LKBl.OR.JC.EQ.LKI32) GO TO 518 
IW=1 
CONTINUE 
L O G I C A L  STATEMENT FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  STATEMENT FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  STATEMENT FOLLOWS 
I F  ( I W e E Q - 1 )  GEN(l,LCTR)=OR(GEN(l,LCTR)rIN) 
I F  (LCTR.EQ.NUMBER) GO TO 522 
J = L C T R + l  
I F  ( T A G ( L C T R ) - T A G ( J )  1 521 ,520 ,521  
I F  (J.EQ.NUMRER) GO TO 5 2 2  
J=J+1 
GO TO 519 
LCTR=J  
GO TO 5 1 2  
CONTINUE 
DO 5 2 3  J X = l r N U M B E R  
L O G I C A L  STATEMENT FOLLOWS 














CHECK 7 1  
CHECK 7 2  
CHECK 73 
CHECK 74 
CHECK 75  
CHECK 76 
CHECK 77 
CHECK 7 8  
CHECK 79 
CHECK 83  
CHECK 8 1  
CHECK 82  
CHECK 83  
CHECK 84 
CHECK 8 5  
CHECK 8 6  
CHECK 8 7  
36 
S I B F T C  PUNOUT DECK 
S U B R O U T I N E  PUNOUT 
C THE PUNOUT S U B R O U T I N E  PUNCHES A NEW D A T A  DECK I N C L U D I N G  ID ISCHEDULE,  
C AND STATUS CARDS 
D A T A  0 L K / 6 H  OOOO/ 
D A T A  B L A N K / l H  / 
D A T A  T A S T / 6 H  *OO/ 
O A T \  T X Q / 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 /  
D A T A  AST.PER/~H+OOOOOI  6 H . 0 0 0 0 0 /  
COMMON 
D I M E N S I O N  T E M P ( 6 6 ) r  D A ( 2 I  
D I M E N S I O N  G E N ( Z . 1 0 0 0  1 * T 1TL.E ( 5 1  1000) t S K E D (  111 1000) t W K S ( 1 0 0 0 )  * S T  
N v  GEN .SKED*  L l  t K 1  T I T L E  t P E R S t  X I WKSI S T A T  
1 A T (  l t J .000)  9 P E R S  ( 1000 1 t X (  1 0 0 0 1  
C 
C 
C S U B R O U T I N E  D A T E  I S  U S E D  TO E X T R A C T  THE PROGRAM RUN D A T E  FROM 
C T H E  COMPUTER CLOCK. A T  L E W I S  I T  I S  W R I T T E N  I N  I B M  MAP LANGUAGE. 
C I T  COMPOSES A N  E I G H T  CHARACTER D A T E  (E.G. 11/24/71 1 I N T O  TWO 
C H O L L E R I T H  WORDS. 
C A L L  D A T E  ( D A )  
















DO 606 J = l r N  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
I F  ( A Y D ( G E N (  1 .  J )  . T X Q )  -NE.TXQ 1 ,  GO TO 606 
DO 602 M = l r l l  
J M=h *M - 5 
L O G  I C  AL  S T A T E  M E N 1  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  STAI’EMENT FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  F O L L f l W S  
T E M P (  J M ) = A L S (  30 ,ARS(  3 0 p S K E D (  M, J 1 ) 1 
T E M P ( J Y + l ) = A L S ( 3 0 r A R S ( 2 4 * S K E D ( M t J ) ) )  
T E M P ( J M + 2 ) = A L S ( 3 0 t A R S ( 1 8 , S K E D ( M , J )  1 )  
TEMP(  J M + 3 ) = A L S ( 3 0 .  ARS ( l Z t S K t D I M *  J )  ) 1 
T E M P (  JM+4 ) = A L S  ( 309 ARS (69 S K E D (  MI J ) 1 
T E M P ( J M + 5 ) = A L S ( 3 0 r S K E D o I  
DO 603 M z l . 6 6  
IF ( T E M P ( M )  . E Q . A S T )  T E M P ( M l = B L A N K  
C O N T I N U E  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
T M = A L S ( 2 4 t X ( J ) )  
DO 604 M = l t 6 6  
I F  I T E M P ( M ) . N E . B L A N K . A N D . T E M P ( M ) . N E . A S T , A N D . T E M P ( M ) . N E . P E R ~  G O  TO 
1 6 0 5  
C O N T I N U E  
GO T O  506 
I F  ( T M - N E - E L K )  GO TO 6 0 5  



















































































2 4  
25 
26 
2 7  
28 
2 9  
30 
3 1  



















5 1  
5 2  
53 
5 4  
55 
5 6  
57 
5 8  






PUNCH 6 0 8  
PUNCH 609, C I A  
r 
L 
DO 6 0 7  J = l , N  
IF ( ( W K S ( J ) . E Q . B L A N K . O R . W K S . E Q . T A S T I . A N O . S T A T I l , J ) . E Q . B L A N K )  GO T O  
1 607 
C 
PUNCH 5 1 2 ,  GEN [ 1 ,  J 1 ,  GEN( 2, J 1 ,WKS( J 1 ,STAT(  1. J )  
6 0 7  CONTINUE 
C 
PUNCH 6 0 8  .. 
L 







6 0 8  FORMAT (lH/) 
6 0 9  FORMAT 11H*,5X,A6,A2,  11H=PUNCH D A T E )  
6 1 0  F0R.PAT (1HSq l X w A 5 s A 4 s  1 X t  5A6,  l X p A 6 r  l X 9 A 4 )  
611 FORMAT ( 6 6 A l s A Z r l X , A 5 , A 4 )  
































6 2  




6 7  




7 2  






7 9  
R D  
81 
8 2  
8 3  
8 4  
8 5  
8 6  
8 7  
38 
S I B F T C  P I C K  DECK 
S U B R O U T I N E  P I C K  ( G E N r C O D E r N )  - 
L 
C S U B R O U T I Y E  P I C K  S E L E C T S  A L L  I D  CARDS W I T H  A NON B L A N K  M A S K  I N  
C COLUMNS 51 -54  
D A T A  8 V X / 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0 0 0 0 /  
D A T A  B L A N K p B N K / l , H  r 6 H  00/ 
D I M E N S I O N  G E N ( l ) r  C O D E ( 1 ) r  X(3r8) 












DO 701 M X = l r 3  
DO 701 CY=1,8  
X(MX.MY ) = B L A N K  
MX= 1 
DO 703 J = l r N  
I F  ( A ~ D ( C O D E ( J ) , B N X ) . E Q . 8 N K )  GO T O  703 
X I l * M X ) = G E N ( 2 * J - l )  
X ( Z , M X ) = G E N ( Z + J )  
X ( 3 r M X ) = C O D E ( J )  
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
M X = M X + l  
I F  (MX.LT.9) GO T O  7 0 3  
W R I T €  (6,705) ( ( X ( J L . J 2 ) r J 1 = 1 . 3 ) . J 2 = 1 * 8 )  
no 702 MX=I.~ 
C O  702 MY=1,8 
X(MXIYY ) = B L A N K  
MX= 1 




7 0 4  FORMAT ( 5 2 H L T H E  F O L L O W I N G  I D  CARDS H A V E  A F L A G  I N  COLUMNS 51-54)  
705 FORMAT ( 3 x 9 8  [ 1H( v A59 A 4 , 1 H *  r A 4 r  1 H )  1 ) 
END 
P I C K  1 
P I C K  2 
P I C K  3 
P I C K  4 
P I C K  5 
P I C K  6 
P I C K  7 
P I C K  8 
P I C K  9 
P I C K  10 
P I C K  11 
P I C K  12 
P I C K  13 
P I C K  14 
P I C K  15 
P I C K  16 
P I C K  17 
P I C K  18 
P I C K  19 
P I C K  20 
P I C K  2 1  
P I C K  2 2  
P I C K  2 3  
P I C K  24 
P I C K  25 
P I C K  26 
P I C K  27 
P I C K  28 
P I C K  29 
P l C K  30 
P I C K  3 1  
P I C K  3 2  
P I C K  33 
P I C K  34 
P I C K  35  
P I C K  36 
P I C K  37 
P I C K  38 
P I C K  39 
P I C K  40 
P I C K  41  
P I C K  42 
39 
d I B F T C  O P K I N T  DECK 
C 
C S U B R O U T I N E  O P R I N T  FORMS T H E  S L A S H  AND NEED-DATE L I N E  FOR O V E R P R J N T I N G  
C S T A T U S  ON T H E  SCHEDULE, T H E  S L A S H  WILL NOT O V E R P R I N T  THE SYMBOLS 
S U B R O U T I N E  O P K I N T  ( S T A T U S I N E X I T )  










8 0 4  
8 0 5  
C 
C 
D A T A  IZB/0000000000060/rIAST/OOOOOOOOOOO54/~IPD/OOOOOOOOOOO33/ 
D A T A  I Z Q / 6 H 0 0 0 0  / 
DATA C AS/  000000000 77 771 
D A T A  IM/0000000000040/~IA/0000000000020/ 
D A T A  I BLK/0600000O00000/ I S S / 6 H /  / 
D A T 4  ~ O N ~ J ~ ~ J ~ l ~ 1 O ~ / 0 O 0 0 0 O O O O O O O O ~ O O O O O O O O O O O O l ~ O O O O O O O O O O O O ~ ~ O O O O  
lC00003003r0000000000004~000000000000510000000000006~0000000000G07~ 
20000000000010,0000000000011/ 
D A T A  I D A S H / b H 0 0 0 0 0 - /  
I N T E G E R  ON 
I N T E G E R  S C H  
D I M E N S I O N  O N ( 1 l ) r  N E X I T ( 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N  O U M M Y ( 6 0 0 0 ) r  C O D E ~ 1 0 0 0 1  
D I M E N S I O N  S C H ( l l r L 0 0 0 ) s  G E N ( 2 1 1 0 0 0 ) r  J S i 6 1 .  I P ( 6 6 ) .  I L ( 6 6 )  
COMCON 
COMMON DUMMY ,CODE 
E Q U I V A L E N C E  ( X C 0 , K X C D I  
NUMBER, (;EN I SCHc L I N E ,  KOLUMN 
CNI l l ) = O N I  1)  
I F  ( N E X I T ( l ) . G T . O )  R E T U R N  
DO 801 N C T = l r 6 6  
IZ( N C T ) = I  B L K  
KOUNT=O 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
I S = I A R S ( 3 0 , S T A T U S )  
I T =  I A R S  ( 2 4 ,  I A L S (  61 S T A T U S  1 ) 
I U = I A R S ( 6 9  I T )  
IW= I A R S  I 3 0  9 I A L S  ( 3 0 ,  I T  I 1 
I F  (IS.EQ~IZB.AND~IW.EQ.IZB~ANO.IU~EQ~IZB) GO TO 8 0 5  
DO 802 J C T = l ,  11 
I V = C N (  J C T  I - I U  
IF ( I V . E Q . 0 )  GO TO 803 
CONT I Y d E  
GO TO 8 1 9  
J C T =  JC T - 1  
I V = O N ( K C T ) - I W  
I F  ( IV,EQ.O) GO TO B O 5  
C O N T I N U E  
GO T O  8 1 9  
KCT =KC T - 1  
I S L  =KC T t  LO* J C T  
MCT=O 
DO 804 K C T = l , l I  
DO 8 0 7  L C T = 1 , 1 1  
IW=SCH ( L C T p L  I N k )  
J S  ( 1 ) = I  ARS (301 I W  I 
L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
L O G I C A L  STATEMENT FOLLOWS 
JS(%)=IA4S(30rIALSIb,IW)) 
O P R I  N 
O P R I  N 
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
OPR I N 
O P R I N  
OPR I N 
O P R I  N 
O P R I N  
OPR I N 
OPR I N 
O P R I  Y 
O P R I  N 
OPR I N 
OPR I N 
O P R I N  
I l P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
OPRIW 
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I  N 
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I  N 
OPR I N 
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I  N 
O P R I N  
OPR I N 
OPR I N 
O P R I  N 
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I  N 
O P R I  N 
OPR I N 
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
D P R I N  
O P R I  N 
OPR I N 
OPR I N 
O P R I N  
O P R I N  
OPR I N 
O P R l U  
















































4 8  












C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
J S ( 3 ) = I A R S ( 3 0 r I A L S ( 1 2 . I W ) )  
JS(4)=IARS(30rIALS(18,IW)) 
J S  ( 5 ) = I A R S ( 3 0 r  I A L S ( 2 4 ,  I W ) )  
J S ( 6 ) = I A R S ( 3 0 , I A L S ( 3 O r I W ) I  
DO 8 0 6  F i C T = l , 6  
I F  ( J S ( N C T ) . E Q . I Z e . O R . J S ( N C T I . E P . I A S T . O R . J S ( N C T ) . E Q . I ~ A S H )  J S t N C T )  
1 =o 
806 C O N T I N U E  
I P ( M C T + l ) = J S ( l )  
I P  ( M C T + Z ) = J S  (2 
I P ( M C T + 3 ) = J S ( 3 )  
I P ( M C T + 4 ) = J S ( 4 )  
T P I M C T + 5 ) = J S ( 5 )  
I P ( M C T + 6 ) = J S ( 6 )  
MCT=MCT+6 
I F  1 I S . E Q . I L B )  GO TO 814 
807 C O N T I N U E  
I F  ( I S - I M )  8 0 9 , 8 0 8 , 8 0 9  
8 0 8  INCR=-l 
8 0 9  I F  ( I S - I A )  8 1 9 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 9  
GO TO 8 1 1  
810 I N C I I = l  
8 1 1  C O Y T I N U E  
IF ( I S L . E Q . 0 )  I N C R = l  
J J=KOLUMN 
J K = K O L  UMN+ I N C R * I  S L + 1  
I P D S = O  
I F  ( JJ .EO.JK)  GO TO 8 1 3  
J J= J J + I N C R  
GO TO 8 1 2  
812 I F  ( I P ( J J ) . E Q . I P O )  I P O S = I P D S + l  
8 1 3  I S L = I S L + I P D S  
8 1 4  C O N T I V U E  
I F  ( I S . E Q . 1 6 )  GO TO 8 1 5  
I F  ( IS .EQ.32 )  GO TO 816 
NEWCOL=KOLUMN-1 
GO TO 8 1 7  
GO TO 8 1 7  
815 NEWCOL=KOLUMN+ISL-1  
8 1 6  NEWCOL=KOLUMN- ISL-1  
8 1 7  I F  ( I P ( N E W C O L ) . E Q . O )  GO TO 8 1 8  
I F  ( I P { N E W C O L ) - E Q . I P D )  GO T O  818 
IZ (NEWCOL ) = I  s s  
KOUYT= 1 
NEWCOL=NEWCUL-1 
GO TO 8 1 7  
0 1 8  I F  (NEHCOL.LE .1 )  GO TO 819 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
8 1 9  X C D = A Y D ( C A S I C O D E ( L I N E )  1 
I F  (KXCO.NE.IZQ) K O U N T = l  
IF (KOUNT.EQ.0) RETURN 
I F  (KXCD.EQ. IZQ)  GO TO 8 2 0  
C L O G I C A L  STATEMEWT FOLLOWS 
C L O G I C A L  S T A T E M E N T  FOLLOWS 
K X C U T = I A R S ( 6 r K X C O )  
K X C D = K X C D - I A L S ( 6 * K X C D T  
O P R I N  60 
O P R I N  6 1  
O P R I N  62 
O P R I N  6 3  
O P R I N  6 4  
O P R I N  65 
O P R I N  66 
O P R I N  67 
0 P P . I N  68  
O P R l N  69 
O P R I N  70 
O P R I N  7 1  
O P R I N  7 2  
O P R I N  73 
O P R I N  7 4  
O P R l N  75 
O P R I N  76 
O P R I N  77 
O P R I N  78 
O P R I N  79 
O P R I N  80 
O P R I N  8 1  
O P R I N  8 2  
O P R I N  83 
O P R I N  84 
O P R I N  85  
O P R I N  8 6  
O P R I N  8 7  
O P R I N  8 8  
O P R I N  89 
O P R I N  90 
O P R I N  9 1  
O P R I N  92  
O P R I N  93 
O P R I N  94 
O P R I N  9 5  
O P R I N  96 
O P R I N  9 7  
D P R I N  9R 
O P R I N  99 
O P R I N  100 
O P R I N  101  
O P R I N  102 
O P R I N  103 
O P R I N  104 
OPRIN 105 
O P R I N  106 
O P R I N  107 
O P R I N  138 
O P R I N  109 
O P R I N  110 
O P R I N  111 
O P R I N  112 
O P R I N  1 1 3  
O P R I N  1 1 4  
O P R I N  1 1 5  
O P R I N  1 1 6  
O P R I N  117 
O P R I N  118 
D P R I N  119 
41 
K X C D = K X C D + l O + K X C D T  
IF (KXGD.GT.O.AND.KXCO.LT167)  IZ(KXCD)=NEXIT(E) 
L 





















Card columns Description I-- 
I 
FORTRAN variable 
name used in READ 
statements 
a r d  number 














1 to 66 
1 to 66 
1 to 66 
1 to 80 
1 to 40 
41 to 80 
1 to 80 
1 
3 to 11 
1 3  to 42 
44 to 49 
51 to 54 
56 to 58 
60 to 65 
Control card 
Locates vertical  as te r i sk  cursor  column (01 to 66) in 
schedule field. Blank eliminates as te r i sk .  
Blank gives total program listing (using total  program 
m a s k  in card  column 8). One (1) gives total  program 
(using total  program mask) and summary  l ist ing 
(using summary  mask  in card column 22). 
Blank gives s lash  (,') and need-date overprint  in sched- 
field. One (1) suppresses  the overprint. 
Need date symbol. Blank gives +. Nonblank gives 
Total listing mask (matched with columns 51 to 54 on 
Flag column number on ID card  (51 to 54) which is to 
charac te r  punched in  this column. 
ID card).  
be matched with masks.  Blank assume 51. 
Summary listing mask (matched with columns 51 to 54 
on ID cards) .  
l e s s  than this number (00 to 22) .  
with date punched on as te r i sk  cards.  Blank gives 
no new deck. 
Blank permits printiiig of summary  information be- 
tween programs. One (1) suppresses  it. 
Blank permi ts  printing of hierarchy e r r o r  messages  
within text. One (1) suppresses  i t .  
Calendar heading cards  (3,4,5) 
Suppresses printing of hierarchy numbers equal to o r  
One (1) gives a new program deck sorted in order .  
__ 
F i r s t  line of calendar heading. 
Position of periods (.) which a r e  vertical  columns in 
schedule field. (These must be period (.) o r  blank. 
Periods will supercede any other character in the 
Second line of calendar heading. 
schedule field.) 1 
Legend cards  (6, I, 8) 
F i r s t  80 rharac te rs  of top line of legend. 
Last 40 charac te rs  of top line of legend. 
F i r s t  40 charac te rs  of bottom line of legend. 
Last 80 charac te rs  of bottom 
ID deck (total number of cards  cannot exceed 1000) 
Columns 1 must always have an S. 
Hierarch number. 
Title or  description of task. 
Person  or oryniiization responsible. 
Flag - for  special  p r i d o u t  ( s e e  table In. 
Optional status.  
Optional c o m n ~ e n t s .  
Must s ta r t  in column 3. 
Always s t a r t s  in 
column 13. 
p r i n t s  in s a m e  position on printout 
(Prints in s a m e  position on 
as columns 15. 16. 17 011 s ta tus  c a r d . )  


























I -  
Card number I Card  columns 
14 
Description 
Same as card 10. This  c a r d  must always be used even 
if no schedule o r  schedule update c a r d s  a r e  used. 
TABLE I. - Concluded. INSTRUCTIONS FOR PUNCHING MAPS PROGRAM DECK CARDS 
-.. 
15 
Aster i sk  card  I 
1 to 9 Hierarchy number. Must s ta r t  in column 1. 
15 to 16 Status of form +NN where N i s  a numeral 0 to 9. If 
any other charac te rs  o r  blank (except all 3 blank) 
a r e  used. s lash  overprint  will be suppressed. 
23 to 28 Comments,  any legal keypunch character.  
1 Single as te r i sk  c a r d  (* in column 1) must always be  
Punch date of reproduced 
used a t  the end of the ID deck. Columns 2 to 6 
must always be blank. 
deck will appear on this card.  
I lo 
- 
Schedule cards  (Schedule deck) 
16 
11 
Same as card 12. 
1 to 66 
67 to 68 
70 to 78 
17 
Schedule field. Any legal key punch charac te r  may 
be used except period (.), as te r i sk  (*), o r  zero  (0). 
date symbol is to be printed (01 to 66) .  May be 
blank. 
Number of column in schedule field in which the need 
Hierarchy number. Must s t a r t  in column 70. 
I Same as s ta tus  cards  (cards 15). 




Same as card 10. This c a r d  must be used even if no 
status o r  status update cards  a r e  used. 
Slash in column 1. Columns 2 to 6 must always be 
blank. This card  s e r v e s  to separa te  schedule c a r d s  
f r o m  schedule updated cards .  
1 
8 to 13 
19 
_ _ _ ~  
I Schedule update cards  
By-man mask (matched with columns 51 to 54 on ID cards .  
Name of respuiisihle person spelled exactly a s  it appears  
MANL 
XMAN(1) i in colunins 44 to 49  of ID cards .  
I 13 I I Same as schedule cards  (cards 11). 
20 Same a s  card 10. This card  must be used when runnin$ 
multiple program decks even if no by-man cards  a r e  
used. 
FORTRAN variable 
name used in READ 
statements 
- 













-. I GENl 
44 
I 
TABLE II. - FLAG CODE FOR SELECTIVE PRINTOUT 
[P = PRINT; N = NOT PRINTJ 
___ ~ _ _  
Print combinations selected 
by flag puncha 
F r q - T o t a d  By-man 
I Flag punch (ID card columns 51 to 54) 
-. -- Tq !  1 i 0 1 2 blank (or 3) 
4 N 
5 N P 
6 P N 
P P 7 
- 
aAssumes use of built-in mask values: by-man = 1, 
total = 2, summary = 4. 
45 
* * * + - - S U N  D I A L  POWER C O N V E R S I O N  SYSTEM--**,*  
H I  E R A R C H Y  
NUMHER D E S C R I P T I O N  
. 70 70 7 1  71 . . P E R S O N  
.JFMAMJ.JJJJAAAASSSSOUOONNNNODDU.JJJJFFFFMMMMAAAAMM~MJJJJ.JA~CND. C U M M E h T  . R S P t l L E  
* .  
* .  
* .  
* .  
* .  
* .  
_-^___--________-___________________ ------__ - _  
S l r N  D I A L  I * .  _------___-__---_-__--------- -___--_ ----------- _----_------------------ 
2 1  S Y S T E C  E Y G L N E E R I N G  * .  V I N C I  
* .  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
2 1 B  C O N L E P T  . C O M P L E T E D  I N  1969 . .. NUR r z 
2 1 K  S Y S T E M  A N A L Y S I S  0.000YBZ * .  M A X w E L  
21M S Y S T F M  A P P L I C A T I O N S  * .  F  A R A D Y  
2 l M l l  E A R T H  . 0@0@---------- - - - - -  Q . Q V B Z L L L L L L L L  T E K R A  
2 1 V 1 5  L U Y A R  00--------------.--QQ---------- V E L L L L L L L L - -  .E--,! ARMSTR 
2 1 M 1 7  S P A C E  00-----------.------QQ-------- v ELL L L-- . L L 1- rj- z . VER:uE 
9 .  
* .  
* .  
4 1  C O P P O L E N T S  * .  U U R T Z  
4 1 8  FRA!,'E P P P P L 0 D D F F F F F X .  * .-04* H U O K E  
410 W H E i L  ( P R I M A R Y )  * .  * J f l U L E  
4 1 D 2 1  HOOP LLLLE + .  . 26 D I A  S I h G E R  
4 1 0 2 1 0  I N Y E R  S T R U C T U R E  0 0 0 0 F F F F F F . F F F K - X  L t N L  
4 1 D 2 1 J  O U T E R  S T R U C T U R E  L L B  . E P l I t R M  
4 1 D 2 1 J 2 1  R I N G  & * .  B E L L  
4 1 0 2 1 J 2 1 D  R I M  *. 0 0 F F F K .  L E N L  
4 1 0 2 1 J 2 1 K  F R I C T I O N  S U R F A C E  *. R . S F F C F X  L E N L  
4 1 D 3 1  $ P O K E S , R I - M E T A L  *. W N U P P P P P P L F F F F F F T X .  . *  H O O K E  
4 1 0 4 1  4 E A R I N G S  *. U U # P ? r P ? P L F F P F F F F F . F F T X  L E N L  
4 l J  W H E L L  ( S E C O N D A R Y  I * .  * C A R N O T  
4 1 5 1 1  O I S K  YIW WPPPPPPS.  O D D F F F K  .-O,>*MATRL HOOKE 
4 1 J 3 1  N I Y  GEAR ( F R I C T I O X I  W U U P P P P P P S . D D D F F F K  . + 0 2  L E N L  
41J41  5 E A R I N G S  MYI U P P  P  P  P  P  .S . O D D F  F F K  L t N L  
41L C O L L E C T O R  . D D O D F F F F F F X I  S T E F A N  
4 1 P 1 5  I N E F L E C T O R  + . D D D O F F F F F F X *  P L A N C K  
_--------____----___---------- 
* H I E R A R C H Y  E R R O R *  
* .  
* .  
+ .  
* .  
* .  
* .  
5 1  S Y S T E "  B U I L D U P  AND C H E C K O U T  * .  * .  H.FURD __--__________________________ 
'JIB A S S Y  A Y D  C b L I d R A T I O N  + .  A A A A A A b A A b A I C I C C  . ' E O I j O N  
6 1  T E S T  PROGRAM * .  NEWTON 
610 V A C . C H A M B E K  ( S O L A R  S I V U L A T O R I  * .  X Y I C . T T T T  . H t L I O S  




L E G E N D .  A = A S S Y  R = R E V  IEW C = C H K O U T  O = D E S I G N  E = E V A L U A T E  f = F A B  G=DWGS I = I N S T R M  K=COMP.  L - L A Y C U T  M=MOD. P = P R O C U R  ....... (J=STIJDY R = R E O M T S  S = S P E C S  T = T E S T  W=SOW X Z D E C  Y = t N S T L  Z = A P R V L  % = C O N T R A C T  * = N E E O  D A T E  -- =NU A C T I V I T Y  
Figure 1. - Example MAPS printout. 
t , 
! 
1 P r o g r a m  message c a r d  
20 I* A s t e r i s k  c a r d  
A 






UC TLlR E 
(IC TUHE 
S W F A C F  
-MkTAL 
C ~ ~ A U Y  I 
I F R I C T  
I L D l l P  ANU 
CALIBHATION 
T Y  
YAM 
E K  I S O L I R  
S T  
1969 
- - - ---_ -



























I C N I  
CHECKCU 





_ _  - - 
F F F K  
81 SFFF.  
UUDFl 
DDDFl 
s 5 1  
; 5 1 b  
S 1 K  
i h l  
; 6 l U  
b b l F  
I K  
1 I' 
1 l : L I  
l"51 
I J 3 1  
10 
l J l l  
1'1 
. 1 1  I I 1  11 
, 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
. - - - - - - 
- -SLR C I  
I J J d A A J S  
' R t V I E k  
L=LAYO 
: o F L  y -  
SUN t l  
S Y  S T  1.M 
CCNCkP 
S Y S T F M  
S Y 5 T i l "  
E A R T I -  






I h Y E Q  
O L T t U  
R I K G  
R I M  
F H f C T I i  
S P 9 K C S  
REAR IN1 
WHEEL 
D I S K  
K I M  GE 





F E A S 1 8  
T f S T  P I  
VPC.CH 
F L  I G b T  
M P L t T E D  
O V U Z  
CCOE-- 
01 
* A W F  
h r W P  
*nWP 
- 0 4 
-0.t 
+ Q 2  
- 0 L  
-0 
S 
I P A R Y I  
- - - - - - -. 
4 4 't * 4 44 1 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 '  - - - - - - -. 
T E M - - . .  I 
7 1  
FCCMNAAI 
E = t V A L t  
= S T U O Y  
aCT += 
T I T L E  
V I N C l  
NUAT2 
PAXdEL 








L E N 1  
FPUFRP 
B E L L  
LEN[ 
L E N L  
HOUKE 
L t N Z  
C A KNO T 
HIJUKF 
LENZ 
L F N L  
S T t F l N  
PLANCK 
tl-FURD 
E U I  SON 
FDI Sohi 
'4tWTflN 
H E L I O S  
ICARUS 
. L L L L  
VRL 
1- - - - -- - 
FFFFX 
t F F F X  
AAAAAA4, 
- - -- - - - - 
MMMJJJJ. 
€ F=F. 










C I C C  
T 
X Y l C  
7 7 7 t 7 7 7 i  
2 3 4 5 6 7 0 '  
--_ _---_ 
I = I NSTP 
E ST 








1 2 1 J  
121521 






I Z I D  
2 1 J 2 I R  
2 1 J 2 1 K  
3 1  
4 1  
Control and 
format cards 









* * * * - - S U N  D I A L  POWER C O N V E R S I O N  S Y S T E M - - * * * *  
K E S P O N S I B I C I T Y  B Y  M A N  FOR **'I B E L L  **I M A S K  = l(51) 
H I E R A R C H Y  
Y U C R E R  
. 70  70 7 1  7 1  . . P E R S O Y  . J F M 4 M J . J .J J J A A A A S S S S 0 000 NN Ni4 D DO0 J J J J F F F F MMM M A A A AMMM M J J J J . J A S L N D  . C OM M . N T . R 5 Pi) L E O E S C K I P T I O N  
t 
Figure 5. - By-man excerpt l is t ing for BELL from example MAPS printout. 
T H I S  I S  * V A P S - I I +  (MANAGEMENT P N A L Y S I S  A Y D  P L A N N I N G  S Y S T E M ) .  F O R  USER I N F O R M A T I O N  S E E  D O N  P A C K E  CR G I L  R D F F A E L I .  
, - -- -- - --- 
OPT I C N S  
L O C A T E S  T H E  V E R T I C A L  A S T E R I S K  CURSOR COLUMN ( C 1  THRU 6 6 )  I N  T H E  S C H E D U L E  F I E L D .  BLA lvK  t L l M I N A T E S  THE 
B L A U K  G I V E S  T O T A L  L I S T I N G .  O N E l 1 ) G I V E S  T O T A L  L I S T I N G  t SUMMARY L I S T I N G .  
B L A N K  G I V E S  S L A S H ( / )  AND N E E D  O A T €  O V E R P R I N T  I N  THE S C H F D U L E  F I E L D .  ONE 11) S U P P R E S S E S  I H E M .  
N E E D  CATE SYMBOL. B L A N K  G I V E S  +. NON OLANK G I V E S  THE A C T U A L  C H A R I C T F R  PUNCHED ON T k t  C O N T R O L  C A R 0  
T O T A L  L I S T I N G  M A S K ( M A T C H E D  W I T H  COLUMNS 5 1  THKU 54  ON THE I D  C A R D ) .  B L A N K  ASSUMES 2. 
IO F L A G  COLUMN NUMBER 1 5 1 - 5 4 )  W H I C H  IS TO B E  MATCHED W I T H  MASKS. B L A N K  ASSUMES 51. 
SUMMARY L I S T I N C  MASK ( M A T C H E D  W I T H  COLUMNS 5 1  T H S U  5 4  ON T H E  I D  C A R D I .  F L A N K  ASSUMES 4. 
S U P R E S S F S  T H E  P R I N T I N G  OF H I E R A R C H Y  NUMBEKS T H A T  ARE E Q U A L  T O  OR L E S S  TI-AN T H I S  NUPt2ER. 
O N E 1 1 1  G I V E S  YEW PROGRAM OECK S D R T E O  I N  ORDER W I T H  THE D A T E  PUNCHED ON THE CARDS. BI.AF;K G I V E S  81Un DECK 
B L A N K  P E R M I T S  THE P R I N T I N G  OF SUMMARY I N F O R M A T I O N  BETWEEN PROGRAMS. O N E 1 1 1  S U P P R E S S E S  IT. 
B L A N K  P E R M I T S  THE P R I N T I N G  OF H I E R A R C H Y  ERROR M E S S 4 G E S  W I T H I N  T H E  TEXT.  O N E 1 1 1  S U P P H E S S F S  IT. 
- -- - - - - 
(A) 
ERRCR C A R C S .  . 
T H I S  C A R 0  I N  I D  OECK IS NOT I D  F O R M A T (  5 1 K  F E A S I B I L I T Y  D E M O N S T R A T I O N  E O I S O N  I 
NU 10 CARL' F O R  T H I S  S C H E D U L F  C A R 0  I T 51K 1 
NO I D  CARI! F O R  T H I S  S T A T U S  C A R L  ( 5 1 K  -04 D E L E T E  1 
( c )  THE F D L L O d I N G  I D  CAKDS H A V E  A F L A G  I N  COLUMNS 51-54 ( 2 1  6 I ( 2 1 B  6 ) ( Z l K  2 ) l 2 l M  3 )(41021 1 ) ( 4 1 0 2 1 5 2 1 B *  1 I (  ) (  * I  
K E S P C N S I H L E  P F R S O N  L I S T  
CARNDT STI 'FAY P L A N C K  H.FORD E O I S O N  Y E H T O Y  H E L I D S  I C A R U S  
T I T L E  V I N C I  NURTZ MAXWEL F A K A D Y  TERRA ARMSTR VERNE HUOKE J O U L E  S I N G t S  L E N 2  EPOERM B E L L  (Dl i 
(E) { 30 V A L l U  I O  CARUS R€AU--P?OGQAM MAX =10@0 
(F) { 1 H I E J A R C H Y  FRRORS 
Figure 6. - Special operator information. 
Control card 





Figure 7. - Deck setup for r u n n i n g  multiple programs. 
52 
SCHEOULE R E V I E W  9 . 3 3  V - 2 1 - 7 0  . * V E X 1  M E E T I N G  I S  10-5. U P D A r E  IS J U E  9-29 
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0RU RESEARCH PACKAGES 
BRU I G A S  BRGS1.4 U N I T S  
BRU-R ( R O L L E R  BRGSI 
arxu.3 UNITS 
. D E L V R O  I N  67 .  . .  . x x  f -  
. # # # # # # # X  . * .  
* .  . # # # # X  
."....I -____ ~ . # # ~ # # # # # = = = = . = * = = = x  . X.EN0 OF ENDUR. .----------- . .  . .  
(a) Long range schedule. 
B H X U ~ A  
PUMPS W I T H  lNVERTERS.7  S t T S  
GAS MANGTM SVS.2 SVS 
E N G I N E  C C N I H O L  S V S t  2 S V S  
-- r C N T R L  PIG., I "  
T H I S  MEETINS 8 - 0 6 - 7 0  RM 2102 D E 0  A T  9AM YEXT MEET 8 - 2 0 - 7 0  SAME T I M E i  RM. 
H I E R A R C H V  1970 . 1971 . 1971 ..72..73..74.. R P P  NUMUER. .PERSON 
. A A M M J J J J A A S S D O N N D O . J J F F U U A A M M J J . J A S O N O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  C O M M r h T  .RSPBLE NUMBER D E S C R I P T I O N  
. P P I O 0 F F F F F F T T . T X  
.HHIH&!60OFFFFFTTTX . . HF-SW- 15 LOA. HF-CV-1516A.  








G n t u  
* .  * .  I' SOLNO L F Z  TANK PRESS.- 3 UTS CHK V A L V  L F 2  TANK PRES. -3UNITS 
S P I R E  
SPARE 
S O L E N O I O  LH2 I A N K  PRES. -3UNITS 





. F F S O O F F F F F F T T . l X *  
.MWi!UCIBOFFFFFTTTX * .HF-SU-Z511A.  .HF-CV-25 176. 
- I" e H F -  S V - 2 5 0 9 6 .  
.HF-CW- i  1 * ' I 
(b) Long range schedule keyed to project part (RPM) number .  
t N G L N t  
. D E P O S I T S  ON LAMP R E F L E C T O R S  I N  VACUUM FHOM MbTL NOT P A S S l V b T E D  . C L F A N  U l N T K V  
. F A I L U R E  TO C L E A N  F I N G E R P R I N T S  O F F  QUARTZ Y l T P  ALCOHOL . C L F A N  Y l N T K V  
99 E N G I N F  COMPONENTS 
~~ 
9 9 C  E L E C T R I C  HEAT SOURCE 
9 9 C l l  F X C E S S I V t  HT.LDSS IO COOL HZO 
9 9 C 1 2  LAMP O V f R H E A T I N G + E A R L V  F A I L U R E  
9 9 E  TXU 
9 9 E l l  r X U  NO.1 
9 9 E 1 1 C  T U R B I N E  Y H E E L l S C R O L L  R U B  
O l R T  C H I P S  I N  T U R B  SCor' 
T I C  CONNECTOR 
q 9 ~ 1 ? -  rxu ~ 0 . 2  
.uYCE8 # W R O L L  CLEARANCE I N C R E A S E D  5 M I L L S  .COR 1 
(c) F a i l u r e  a n d  cor rec t ive  act ion repor t  index. 
T l C H Y l C A L  R t P O R T S  L I S T  AS OF 7 - 7 - 6 9  
H I E R A R C H Y  
NUMBER O E S C R l  P l  I O N  
_________.._.____.._----..-------.----- 
.PERSON 
r l T L E  AND D E S C R I P T I O N  OF T H E  REPORT COMM h l  .RSPBLE 
. A I R  PERFORMANCE E V A L U A T I O N  OF d 4.0 I N C H  MEAN 0 l A M . S I N G L E  S T b t i E  . 
. T U R B I N E  A r  V A R I O U S  I N L E I  PRESSURES FROM.14 T O  1-88 A l M O S P b E q E S  . 
.AND CORRESPOYDING RbVNOLDS ;YUME!ERS F R O 4  2 5 0 0 - 5 0 . C D D  
. n F F - O E S I G N  PERFORMANCE P R E D I C T I O N  Y l T H  E X P E R I P E N T A L  
' " I L L  I l i F L O Y  T U R R I Y F  
(d) Report l is t .  
.PERSUN 
DUE . R E C t  I v E D .  COnnFhif . R S P b L E  
DATE . O 4 1 E  . 
___________....___._--.--..------ 
. CUNTRACT . TASK .CONTRALTO2. S T A R T  . FUNOED - . NO. . HO. . . OATE T O  
.___.._______.___ _____ ______ ..-----.----- 
.NAS3 6 D l D  . L01D3.TRY . D h - 3 0 - 6 4 . 1 3 - 3 1 - 6 9 .  
. N A S j  9 4 2 2  . L d 5 3 3 . G E  . O 7 - L B - b b . l l - 3 1 - 7 C .  
. N 1 S 3  9 4 2 7  . Ll8D7.AllESE4RCH.Dh-3O-h6.Ol-D2-7L. 
.NAS3 9 4 3 7  L 2 0 0 7 . G E  . 0 3 - 0 8 - 6 7 . 1 1 - J B - 6 9 .  
. N b C 1  * n r n 7  I Z D 8 6 . Y f S T I Y C H S E . D 4 - 0 6 - 6 7 - ' ~ - - C  'r- 
*, 
(e) Cont rac tor  reports l ist.  
F i g u r e  8. -Examples of var ious  MAPS program uses. 
"OO*tIO 
CIJUC'1 
OU'I  4 
S rONE 
M I L K U  
K A P L 4 N  
K A V K l V  
L,.".. 
11 S P S  CCNTRACTOR REPORTS 
11. 
l l A D 2  F A T I G U E  T E S T I N G  O F  R E F  A L L O Y S  
l l A O 8  F M PUMP 
1 1 A l D  OES FdB S I N G L E  S H A F T  BR TURLI 
I l l 1 2  H I  A X I A L  CREEP 1-111 
* I 4 1 4  L G  O I A  1-111 T U B I N G  
1 STAGE POTASSIUW V A Q  r L ' n ^ ' ' .  
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.............................. 
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(f) Drawing  f i l e  index. 
T E S T  RECOHO AS OF 7 - 2 1 - 7 0  
T O T A L  HOURS . F A I L  F R E E  . T O T A L  STARTS. F A I L  F R E E  . O A l E  CF . . P  t R b O N  
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. 2 5 6 1  . I 1  
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(g) Component a n d  system test record. 
- -  RQU-BHXU T E S T  I Y - I A A I  "ALRMO 
E W I Y E E R I N G  ORDERS AS OF 7 - 2 1 - 7 0  
H I E R A R C H Y  
NUPRER O E S C R I  P  1 I O h  
. HAROYARE .ORDtR.YRITTN.  D A T E  . D A T E  O A l E  . D b l C  OOC. .PERSUN . A F F E C T E D  . NO . A Y  . R E O U E S T O . A P P R O V E C . C O M P L E T 0 . C ~ A  G r O  . C O M M t h T  . R S P b L E  
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Z B E N G 0 0 3 =  THERMAL S C I E L D  T I C S  F R n M  T U R R  . A L T  COOLNT T I C S .  017.NUSSLE.08 14 6 9 . 0 9  18 69.09 -- b 9 . N C N E  1 
2 8 E N C 0 0 4 .  I N S U L  UASHR Chl T I C S - F L E C T  CONP.ENG OC P H R + I N V S .  028.THOMAS.09 I2 69.09 18 6 9 . 0 5  -- 6 9 . h C N t  . 
ZRENG005;  t.nnuNos F C R  TICS .EHG T I C S  . 0 3 4 . C I N T L A . 0 9  1 5  6 9 . 1 0  31 69.10 -- 6 9 . 1 C  --  69. 
2 8 E N G O O 6 =  CPG L I U  CCOL' IT F L O U  R A T E  .E% COOLNT S Y S  . OJ7.FENN .IO 2 2  6 9 - 1 0  3 1  6 9 . 1 0  10 69.NCNE . 
. .  _____-________________________  
S P F  
S P F  
s PF 
S P F  
S P F  
S P F  
S P F  
C n G  A  L O O P  F L O H  R A T E 5  - 'nu. 0 5 2 . Y I N T U Y . 1 1  1 R  6 9 . 0 1  1 5  7 C . 0 1  -- 7O.hCNE 
CHG A+R I ? " "  - *=YO -01 12 10.01 1 5  70.01 -- 7 0 .  p R E N G O C 9 =  -.-. 
" 2  I 1  7 0 . 0 3  20 7C.03 -- -. 
(h) E n g i n e e r i n g  change orders .  
. . . . .  . .  . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  j "  D n s r  / ' Y L  > \: ~ , l<,, l: '  
I t A , l  t i l :  
1bAt. l  I " L  
....................... . . . .  . . . . .  . E ~ T .  . . . . .  K l b P C R  . . . . .  I(:.,PL9 . . . .  K.!SPl.( . . . .  1 ( A S P . U  . . . . .  K Z S P k Y  . . . . .  " \ P L ' I  . . .  
Figure  8. -Conc luded.  
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